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context of its cooperation with the Councit of
Europe, in the cutturaI sector.
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i vis culture industries", organized by the Coun-

cit of
The

Europe, Strasbourg, 28

finaI

to 30 ApriL

vers'ion has been prepared

Conference and it incoporates
which emerged from it.

after

1980.

the

the conctusions

Thus, the provisionaI version was a contribution
to the Conference, which in turn brought its a
contribution to this, the finaL version.
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A.
a.

INTRODUCTION

This Study has arisen out o'f the European Parliament's debate of 17-18

January,1979, when it discussed the Cornmunication from the Cormission on

in the Cultural Sector'. Herr G. Brunner, the Conrnissioner
responsible for this Sector, then gave an undertaktng on behalf of the
'Cormunity Action

Conrnission

b.

to

irnprove the machinery

for the distribution of films.

Distributors are middlemen and are so defined, at

some

length, in

Article 3 of the Third Film Directive issued on 15 0ctober,1968, but they
are very often also a source of finance and a central agent

of

films.

Certainly the main interest of this study

will

in the production

be not the

technicalities of distrihution but the success or failure of the distribution

of the
the

c.

Comnunity's

EEC

and

The

filns in the country of origin, in the other countries

of

in the Rest of the tlorld.

Title

says 'fi'lms produced

in the Community' but some films made

totally wr'thin the area of the Community are not given the status of a national
film of one of the ffember States: it is with national films (including
co-production films given nationial status) that we

d.

[{e

will

concentrate on 'lonrg

filns'.

These are deftned

of the First Film Directiye (issued on 15 0ctober
of not less than

will be concerned.

1963) as

1600 metres [atrout 58 minutes running

in Article

2

films with a length

time), but the statistics

oftheU.K.useadividinglineof72minutes.Unfortunatelyitwillnotbe
possihle to deal with the speciarl problems of the short film and all references
t0 'films' are references to 'long lilms'.

e.

Some

Council

it

nention

of

wiil

Europe, but

requires.

be made of relationships

with

non-EEC

countries in the

this important issue wtll not be receiving the attention

-.

(i i i )

f'

It is peculiarly difficult to find adequate statistics in some areas

of crucial importance. lrhst official statistics need not be questioned,
but in such matters as exports the statisticrians can be no more accurate
than the information they have been given by prtvate companies. Many non-

offict'al statistics are selective, for the inner story may be (understandably)
kept as a commercial gecret: one rnarely, for i'nstance, knows how much profit
or loss has heen nade in respect of a particular film and who haye been the
beneficiaries or sufferers. The trraditional obscurantism has aroused some

critics, one of whom (Thomas H. Guback) has attacked ,,the
intentional creation of public lgnorance through the selectiye withholding of
harsh coffnents from

inforrnation about a social process as crucial as communication

g.

Government Departnents, Trade Associations and many

...',

individuals

have

helpful in suppiying documents, statistics and advice. The trade
paper 'Variety' has been a rich mine of infonnation. The writer would like

been'most

to express his thanks to all of

them and most

Mensuel d'Informations EuropJenes', and

particularly to ,Le Compl$ent

to its Editor

M. Claude Degand, whom

Film Echange has described as the "prophet and pilgrim,,of Europe
world of the cinema.

February 1980.

Andrew Filson

in the

THE

BACKGROUND

Cinema Admissions

l.

patient's temperature chart has been reported often enough,
but this must still be our starting point. In the last twenty five
The

fall in cinema admissions has exceeded 50% in France and
Holland: 60% in ltaly: 70% in Denmark: and g0% in Belgium, Gennany

years the

and Great

Britain

(where there has been

a

92%

fa1l since 1946). in

the last two or three years admissions have improved in
but the basic decline

is

almost certainly

figures are giyen in Table

some

irreversible.

countries,

lrlore detailed

l.
TABLE I

Cinema

Admissions: 1955-1978

(in

mil I ions)
%

fall

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 since

Belgium
Denmark
Fnance

l0
59
4l I
Germany (West) 8lB
Great Britain ll82
Hol land
66
Italy
819
1

80
44
354
605
501
55
745

45
34
25g
294
328
36
663

30
?4
184
160
193
24
525

ZS
t9
tg|
.|28

23 ZZ 19 17 fl
117 I 70 177
lt5 124 136
124 107 108 127
28 26 26 3t
514 455 374 317

source; 'Statistiche comparate' published by the centro studi

B0%

711'
St%
BJ%

9l%
53%
6?%

Del

in 1978. Their table has been updated from
national sources of the countries concerned.
cinema Europeo

Growth .of.

2.

Te-l

evi sjon

0ther industrialised nations have had similar

The trend

started in usA, where they

fell

falls in admissions.

from a peak figure

of

1955

4,400

-2million in'1946 down to

in 1979.

820 minlions, but rose again

to over ll00 millions

The recent improvemtlnt has been mainly due

to a number of

outstanding films and has to some extent been repeated

but

it

in Europe as well,

cannot overcone the basic decline, whose cause has been the

increasing intensity

of the public.

of the competition for the leisure time and money

The cinema has many competitors,

but

it is generally

in its decline has been the growth of
television. In 1955 no country in the then EEC area had a million TV

agreed

that the

main agent

sets, but Britain had nearly 7 million sets and had already suffered
a traumatic decline in admissions. By 1965 Italy had more than 5 million

sets, France more than 6 million and Germany more than l0
1977

Italy

had more than 12

Germany and

Britain

million sets,

more than 20

million.

France more than 15

By

million,

million.

Films on Television

3.

The

growth
mean

corelation (clear enough, though not precise) between

of television sets

that the film

and the

the

fall in admissions does not, however,

has been superseded by

television, for in fact

for films haye increased drarnatically. In 1978 cinema
admissions in France had fallen to 177 nillions, but films were seen
on Television by 4,000 millions, v{ith 524 transmissions - 349 of them
audiences

in

peak hours

- to 15 million sets; in Germany there were 1000 transmissions

of films to 20 million sets; and in Great Britain TV 1300 transmissions
to over 20 million sets. In all these countries films had become more
popular, but they were not beling seen so much in cinemas. The
experience of Italy is even more illuminating. The film industry had
enjoyed an agreement with
numbers

MI

(Radiotelevisione Italiana) limiting the

of films which could be shown (120 a year) and the times of

-3to Italian cinemas suffered only
a relatively smal'l decline - from 550.8 million in 1969 to 513.6 million
in 1975. Then private televis'ion stations began to spread rapidly and
showing, so

for

many

years admissions

to the RAI agreenent.

they were not parties

They have been showing

filrns 3,500 times a year and it can be no coincidence that Italian

fell

admr'ssions

sharply down to 319 millions

in 1978. In ltaly'

as

in other parts of the Connnunity, it is films on television which have
been sapping the strength of the cinema. The film has not lost its
in France, for

popular appeal, but

example,

it

has been calculated by

La Federation Nationale des Cindrut Francaises

of their

4.

that

French

films get 96%

audiences on TeleYision.

Other technological developments such as Cable Broadcasting'

satellites, Cassettes,
cinema.

SonB

for television

home

believe that

video recording etc. also threaten the

its

and other fonns

offering sona specialised

this will not be so.

day

of

is

homeviewing

facilities.

The Cinema

over and that films

will

with a handful of

be

cinemas

Let us hope - and ensure

offers the pleasures

Moreoyer

- that

and the social

benefits of a shared experience, a conmunal activity of value in

society.

made

modern

films made for the larger screen can offer strengths

and subtleties which

get lost on the smaller screen, so

if

there are to

be only films-made-for-television there would be a serious erosion of

quality.

One day

further technological

advances may make

this argurnnt

in the meanwhile the maintenance of the highest standards
depends on the vitality of the cinema. And, if the cinema fades away'
will Teleyision finance films of today's quality? At present films get
obsolete, but

about

90%

of their

incorne from cinemas and

there are no signs that

Television would even attempt to raise any such volurne of finance for
the making of films, so production values could no longer be maintained

- 4 -'
and the

quality of

what would be seen on Television would also decline.

The Box Office

5.

The Cinema may be

desirable, but

cormercial sense, so we need
given in Table
branches

l.

Adequate

it will not survive unless it

makes

to look beyond the nrere admission figures
profit and loss figures for different

of the industry are not ayailable, but we have to start with

Table No. 2 showing trends

in Box 0ffice

Receipts.

TABLE 2

BoI Offic.e Fs-ce.ipts 1955-1978

(in millions of national currency, except for Italy
where the figures are for milliards)
1955 1,960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 Percentase

Ehafrqe Tince
T95r-

BeI

Denmark (Note A)

France (Note

B)

Germany (West)

Great Britain
Hol I and

Italy

ll00 1247 1696 1690 1826 t
83 138 149 160 219 219 244
682 790 882 .1573 1757 1839 2097
863 6l I 542 627 s92 653 748
68 87 60 76 80 90 ll9
75 76 77 137 14? 165 201
121 159 182 363 37s 343 347

1500 1555

giun

548
956
105
72
116

Notes (A) The Danish percentage change relates
(B) The French

to

+22?d

+l88%
+283%
-2?%
+13%

+175%
+199%

.|960.

figures, unlike the others, exclude sums paid for

film aids" In 1978, for example, 283 million FF were levied
for film aids, so if this had been included the total Box Office
would have been 2380 million FF.

Sourcei ' Statistiche Comparate' published by the Centro Studi Del Cinema
Europeo in 1978, Their table has been updated from national
sources of the countries concerned.

\
\

-56.

In

much

higher, than

all

the countries except Germany the Box 0ffice

it

has been before

is higher, sometines

for the simple reason that seat prices

at least 300fr (by 900% in the UK) partly to keep pace
with inflation, partly to pay for the higher standards of comfort and
have been increased by

projection required by nodern audiences and partly because policy decisions
haye fayoured the dearer cinemas

7.

Box

guide

if

in the best sites.

Office figures have to be quoted, but they are a very incomplete
taken by themselves. Not

of production costs.

Taxes

all

the money goes to the recoupment

of different sorts,

such as Entertainment

parafiscal levies for film aids, have to be deducted

Duties,

VAT and

(except

in France -

see Note

the years and now range fron

to Table
6%

2):

the totals have yaried over

to over 20%.

percentage which varies from country

Frorn

this

Box

0ffice

a

to country [around 60%-66%) is

retained by Exhibitors for their own expenses and

profits.

Additionally

they can earn considerable sums (which are not shared with Distributors
and Producers) by the sale
The

of

refreshments and advertising

figures for this additional income

facilities.

is not known, but in USA the

of the National Association of Concessionaries offered the
surprisingly high estimate that it can equal the Exhibitor's income from

President

the projection of

films.

Most

exhibitors outside the big circuits

a problem of survival, so we will not pursue this side issue, but
be interesting

B.

to

know how much money

is

have

it

would

involved.

Distributors also can have additional income, sometimes on a considerable

scale, from e.g. the exploitation of musical rights, perhaps through

a

subsidiary or sister company. No statistics are available, but obviously
much depends on

music

itself.

the nature and popularity of the film as well as on the
Sometimes

the

income does

not go into the accounts of the

film, but stays with the music company and the conglomerate which owns it.

-6illustrating this aspect of film financing is told by Alexander
in his'Hollyrood Englancl'. When the late Mr. ,Bud, 0rnstein was

An anecdote

Walker

persuading a reluctant lrlalter Shenson

to take on the production of

the

first Beatles film, he pleaded for a favour because "our Records division
want

to get the album to distribute

and what we lose on the

film we,ll get

back on the discs.,,

9'

These sources

of additional

the film at the cinema box office
people

to buy refreshrnents

Office

results.

greatly on the success of
attracts crowds there will be more

income depend

- if it

for the music. In the same way other
sources of income, Sales to Television and Exports to foreign
markets (both
of which will be discussed later) have a relationship with the home Box
their

cinema

and ask

The Television Stations want

to buy films which through
reputation may be known by nanre to teleyision viewers. Also,

films succeed abroad if they

first succeeded at home, parily
because their results get known and partry because, if
a firrn does not
appeal to the home audience, it narely appeals to foreigners.
few

haye not

For such reasons the Box Office 'figures giyen

in

Tabre 2 can,

in spite of

their incompleteness, give an inrlication of general trends.
State Aids

10'

further source of finance for films nust be mentioned now (and will
be discussed at a later stage) - the state aids rithout which
national films
One

would have suffered comprete
surming up

of the Lisbon

June l97B "The Cinema

for i ts

suryi

Inflation of
1

l.

val

disaster.

As Mr. Joop voogd said

conference organised by the council

of

in

his

Eurcpe in

in Europe nust be protected - state aid is

necessary

,,

... .

Costs

Film reyenues must be weighed against the background

has been troubling Western Europer
ti
i
I

I

I

t

the last twenty

of inflation

years. It

which

costs more to

i
,
{

I
I

I
t
i,

-7make

all

a film in 1979 than

it

did in

the ingredients of a film are

successful

film of

1955

for

audience expectations are

that,

when

any year since then, because

Moreover, not only would

to

1955 be nore expensive

such were possible) would almost

of

or in

dearer.

(if

has the choice

i

make

in

1979, but the replica

certainly not have the

same success,

in some ways more demanding. The public

so many entertainments and can see so many films on

they go out for an evening's enjoyment, they need

attraction to

a

make them choose

a cinema. The situation

some special

is not unlike

that described by the literary figure of lSth century London, Dr.
Johnson, who spoke

of a dinner party that "it

was

TV

Samuel

a good dinner, but not

to invite a man to". Similarly even a good film needs a
special appeal to attract people out of their honns and away from other
good enough

forms

of entertainnpnt.

Many

recent successes have been large-scale

for this sort of film is much
more effective on the large than on the small screen. Eyen in the case
treatnnnts of science fiction or disasters,

of ordinary

human dramas

with no epic pretensions the audiences

greater 'production yalues' than fonnerly

in interesting
a good

- more action, more locations

(perhaps remote and expensive) sceneryt rnore incidents

calling for 'special
needs

want

effects'.

Even

a good story well acted

nowadays

setting. All this calls for a higher level of expenditure,

so films would be costing more to make today even

if

prices had remained

stabl e.

12.

l,lhat has been said

in the previous

paragraph cannot

easily be supported

by statistics as 'averages' are mislead'ing. 0n the one hand a couple of

very expensive films can distort the figures for a
Germany

year: for

instance

recently had one film whose production costs were over 25 times

the national average. 0n the other hand a large number of e.g.
pornographic

films, which do not

need

to

cheap

spend much money on actors,

locations or costurns, can obscure the position of the important group

-8of middle
may

and upper-middle

budgets.

Whatever

be, who connected with the industry

haye

for

most

of modern

13.

films risen

evern

will

the available statistics

deny

higher because

that production

costs

of the nnre exacting demands

audiences?

to insure against these greater risks
it is hoped, will be sure to attract

Very often the producer t;ries

by engaging exPensiye stars who,

audiences. At any rate

he.may have

to work this

way

in order to get the

is at risk (one actor is
demanding $5 million for a film with more to come if the film is a success),
so further expenditure on a large scale is needed for the prornotion of
the film. u. Rend Bonnell (in his book 'Le Cindma Exploit6') calculates
that in France the publicity costs of a film amount to one-eighth of its
support

of a distributor.

costs'and one-thirteenth
coyer a wide range
has

Now eyen rrclre money

of its receipts.

of variation

and

Obviously

this

average

will

at the top of the scale the distributoi

to compete in a game of high stakes. General figures are not

ayailableo but one example from USA is

interesting.

'The l{uppet llovie'

five million dollars
had been spent on adyertising and publicity (according to a company

was released on ?2 June 1979 and by

spokesman quoted

American
tempo

early

September

in the 'Variety' issue of

12 September 1979).

figures have been quoted because the American industry sets the

for the others and this is the world in

which European

films

have

to conpete.

in production and promotion costs the films
of the Conrnunity need good results in good home markets as a springboard
for further exploitation in other markets. Let us now see what has been
Clearly with such increases

happeni ng.

-9THE HOME MARKETS

14.

The ma'in home markets

Luxembourg

will

The treatment

be considered

in turn, but Ireland and

not be included.

of the markets will

because each has

of

will

its

own

be

similar but not identical, partly

history and problems, partly

each country are collected and published

because

in different

the statistics

ways.

GREAT BRITAIN

Admissions and Box

0ffice

15. In 1946 the admissions

were 1,635 million.

million by 1955 and the subsequen't story is
from Tables

I

shown

They had

fallen to

1'182

in the following extract

and 2.
TABLE 3

Great

Britain:

Adnissions and Gross Box-0ffice Receipts: 1955-1978

195s 1960 l96s 1970 197s 1976 1977

1978

(in millions)

ll82 501 328 193 124 107 108 127
Gross 8.0. Receipts (in fm) 105 58 87 60 76 79 90 ll9

Admissions

Admissions have

fallen

more severely

in Great Britain than in any other country

of the EEC, though there has been an upswing since 1976.

The Box

0ffice

has

also been improving, as average seat prices have risen dramatically from

in 1955 to 93.7 new pence in 1978. Even
so the 1955 Box Office figure was not exceeded until 1978, and then only by
13,3/", a paltry increase in view of the high rate of inflation in Britain.
Films in the Market
.16.
It is not surprising that fewer British films haye been released and
21.7 o1d pence (= 8.68 new pence)

fewer fore'ign films imported, as can be seen from Table 4.

-10TABLE 4

Great

Britain:

in lengthjegistered at the Oepartnpnt
of Trade and Indusltljl9!9-79
0rigin of Films
EEC I}SA
Total
Rest of l{orld

Films ove. 72 ninutes

Year

British
1969

7l

u7

t?6

5l

365

1970

85

il4

l?4

37

360

l97l

90

99

150

47

386

1972

89

80

155

62

385

1973

80

106

'145

49

380

1974

78

123

113l

70

402

I975

69

8l

'[31

59

340

1976

64

&t

\27

63

338

1977

42

98

1?7

5I

318

I 978

50

80

ll4

4l

285

I 979

40

59

139

36

?74

NOTES

(a) 'British' includes not only coprtductions but also 'Cormonwealth' films,
which haye ayeraged 4| a year, excluding 1974 when the Karate phase brought
in 12 films from Hong Kong alone.
(b) 'EEC'include coproductions and also films which originated in an EEC
country but did not qualify as 'Connunity

films': in 1979 there were 19 of

these registered.

(c)

'USA' and'Rest

British

of the World' include

companies, but not

some

films initiated or

made by

qualifying as British.

SOURCE

Annual Tables published by the Department

(now'British

Business' ).
i

/

of

Trade

in

'Trade and Industry'

j.

- ll
The

relative position of British

and EEC fitms

tils worsened. British films

.|9.5%

of the total, never reached 25% and ended as 14.6% while
EEC films started as 32% (their highest figure) and ended as 21.5%. 0n
started as

the other hand films from
below 30% and ended as

USA

started as 34.5% of the

total,

50.7%. 0f course these proportions

reflected in shares of the box office, but this point

will

never

need

fell

not

be

be discussed

shortly.
American financing

17.

The

amount

of production

decline in British production has followed the reduction of the

of

American finance invested

in British films.

No

statistics

are

collected, or at any rate pub'lished, about the financing of films, but

some

information can be inferred from certain tables published by the Department

of

Trade regarding the money receiyed from abroad by

film

companies in

of the production of films, either for the complete financing of
a film or for e.g. the studio expenses. The films so financed may be
respect

British or

may be

the statistics

Wars'). In spite of their vagueness
clear trends, as will be seen from Table 5.

foreign [e.9. 'Star

seem

to indicate

American investment declined

fron the peak figure of f33.4 mi'llion in

to the lowest point of i3.3 million in 1974.

There has been an upturn

this is

not

to the high figures of

the

since then with a sudden doubling to f13.3 million
necessarily any sign that there
I 960'

s.

will

1968

be a return

in

1978, but

-12'
TABLE 5

Great

Britain:

Receipts

0verseas Transactions

ofjiln

Companies:

in respect of the Production of FiIms
Receipts in

I

Rest

North funrica

million

fnom

of the blorld

including

Total

EEC

1964

9.8

2.9

12.8

I 96s

16.2

1.2

17.4

I 966

19.5

1.5

2I .0

I 967

25.5

7.9

33.4

I 968

33.4

2.4

3s.8

I 969

26.5

4.6

3l.l

I 970

15.5

2.0

l7.

I 971

18.9

3.9

22.8

1972

l s.1

3.2

18. 3

EEC

1973

4.8

1.2

1974

3.3

l.l

I 97s

5.6

t.4

1976

8.3

0.6

1977

6.3

1.0

l978

13.3

1.0

Source:

Annual

Rest

of

World

3.1
3.0
2.9
2.6
3.6
3.1

9. I

7.4
9.9

ll.5
10.9
17

tables in 'Trade and Industry' (previously 'The Board of

Trade Journal' .

s

.4

I
l

,j
I

- 13 -

.l8.

left by the withdrawal of American finance has not been
adequately filled from British sources. Recently two major British
The vacuum

companies, EMI (headed by Lord Delfont) 6n6ACC (headed by Lord Grade)
haye been very
been

active in production, but their main interests have not

in British

films.

EMI has aimed

to establish itself as a major

force in American production and ACC has made multinational films in
parts of the

many

Their activities are not distinguishable jn the

world.

statistics, which now haye to be read with some caution.
19. In the absence of adequate British finance for British films (and

Department

of

Trade

partly also as a result of

some tough

taxation rates) a large

number

British directors haye been making American films in America.

of

These

include Michael Anderson, John Boorman, David Greene, John Guillermin,
Anthony Harvey, Douglas Hickox, John Hough,

J. Lee Thompson,

Ronnie Neame,

Alan Parker, Karel Reisz, John Schlesinger, Michael Winner, Peter Yates
and

others.

and such box
Many

Their work has included the 0scar winning 'Midnight

Cowboy'

office winners as'Towering Inferno'and 'Poseidon Adventure'.

benefits, commercial and artistic, can come from an interchange of

talents, but not from a mass exodus of creatiye personalities driven

their
The

own

industry

slaring of the

20.

(some permanently) by

UK

from

a lack of opportunity.

markd

Figures are not available about the shares

of the British

market going

to films of different national origins, but the relative share of British
and foreign

films is

shown

in

Table 6.

-14TABLE 6

Great

Britain:

Sharing

of

Recei

s

between

I 969
t 970
I 971

197?
I 973
I 974

I 975

1976
1977
I 978

Sources:

I

ol

p

42.7

12,267

s7

.3

22,417

39.8

12,575

60.2

20,888

43.7

11,779

56.3

20,936

4l .5

13,076

58.5

22.340

36.9

12,640

63.1

20,044

27.0

17,228

73

.0

23,6?5

29.5

lg,3B7

70. s

26,074

22.5

22,274

77.s

28,752

19.7

28,726

80.3

35

26.1

29,875

73.9

40,447

Statistics 0ffice

1969-78

TOTAL

g

%

UK Overseas

Films:

and Forei

FOREIGN

BRITISH

l.m
9,150
8,31 3
9,157
g
,264
7 ,403
6,397
7 ,687
6,478
7 ,027
10,572

British

'Business Moni tor:

t4A

,753

2:

Cinemas' (An Annual Publication).

Notes:

a. This Table

concerns Receipts from

and Perfonnances

Cinema Performances

at Navy, Army and Air Force Stations'.

b. The 1979 issue of
that,,Because

'Public

l'lA

2 dealing with the figures for 1978 corments

of poor response the results for

1978 are considerably

less reliable than for previous years"'

ln the four years l97S-78 an ayerage of

25%

went

to British films, including,

the 'Pink Panther" the 'Omen' films and other
successful British-registered films financed and distributed by the American

for

example, the James Bond,

Majors.

Zl.

An average

of

75N"

went

to Foreign films

and there

is no doubt that

the

bulk of this went to American films, though there are no statistics to prove

this in detail.
about the amount

Some

indication

may be

of money sent; abroad in

got from Department of Trade statistics
payment

for

performances

in

Cinemas

- 15 Table 7

and on Television.

is

based on these

statistics.

TABLE 7

Great

Britain:

0yerseas Transqctions

for
Year

paid
r'n lm

Total

performances

Amount

in

1965
1966
1967
1968
I 969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

16.7
17.1
14.7
14.3
14. 0
12.9
14.3
I0.I
13.7
18.9
18.6
21.2
??.8
31 .8

Sources:

Based on annual

in respect of

in Cinemas and on Television

paid to

UK

Subsidiaries or maior US film

tm

as proportion

of total

14.8
16.0
12.9
13.4
12.7
I I .4
12.5
4.I
6.4
15 .0
16.3
18.3
19.7
25 .6
tables published

88.6
93.6
87

.6

93.7
90.7

88.4
87.4

40.6
46.7
79

.3

87.6
86.3
86.4
8?.3

in

'Trade and Industry'.

For several reasons Table 7 has a limited value and

it

cannot be married

with Tahle 6, but the joint effect of these two Tables is to
clear the dominance of American films and the

British narket.

companies

make very

American Majors

in

the

-16Film Aids

22.

to the growth of British production'

Film Aids contributed greatly

but have not prevented

its

The National Film Finance

dec'iline'

corporation, a state-funded Film Bank, which

lost !9 million, proved to
helped to finance a high proportion

million

has since 1948 adyanced about [31

be a good national investment because

it

and

of the best indigenous films of the period and supported the early work
of many filnmakers who later won international successes. Now, however'

it is criPPled bY a liack of furnds'
The

British Film Production

and

is

some

is

financed by levies on admission tickets

for the benefit of British film production. After
(e.g. to the National Film School ) the rest of the

then distributed

special payments

money

Fund

is allocated to British films

It is less effectiye

than

it

rused

pro rata to their distributors' rentals.

to be partly

because

the size of the

Fund

fast as the inflation in production costs and partly
problems of today'
because it has not been reforrned to deal with the
23. 0nly since 1979 haye details been published about the paynents made
to particular films and a statement has now been t'ssued of the provisional

has not increased as

for the Sz-week period ended 22 september 1979. (It
is not likely that the final figures will show any significant differences.)
The total allocated t0 films was t5,827,638, of which approximately
[5,8270638 went to short films and f5,011,769 to long films' The
allocation to long films is sunnarised in Table No. 8.
0f course many of the films rrhich got little or almost nothing were older
payments
films which had been reissued. 0n the other hand, those with high
will get further r0oney during the rest of their period of eligibility
picture of the situation.
[normally five years). The Table giyes a fair

allocations

37%

to

went

all

made

to the top two, a further

38%

the rest, which nunbered oyer

to the next th'irteen and only 25%

250.

The

first

three, which took

-17ove?

45%

were

distributed by American I'tajors.
TABLE 8

British Film Pr-oduction Fund:
the
.

\

S2-week

Surmary

of Allocations to

period ended 22 Septembel

fol

Long Films

1979

Di.:tributor Allocation [t)
film
Percentage of Tota]
I . Supennan
l,larner Bros. | ,025 ,727
2A.5%
2. Moonraker
U.A.
825,680
16.5U
Total of I &2
1,854,407
37.0%
3. l,latership Down CIC
429,528
246,875
4. Death on the Nile EMI
5. Midnight Express Columbia 24A,562
Name

of

Total of 3-5
6

916,965

I 8.3%

- l0 Five filrns with allocations of oyer
1100,000 and under 1200,000

British distributors
American

l1

-

15 Five

(four with

and one

with

an

distributor)

,118

13.5%

0,999

6.27,

3,759 ,478

75.0%

1,252,291

25.0%

677

films with allocations of

oyer

t50,000 and under !100,000 (three

with British and two with Anerican
di

stri butors )

31

Totalofl-14
16 - 268 253 films with allocations of oyer
fI00,000 and under !50,000, plus
unstated number

of films with

allocations of under !100

ToTAL 5,01],769
Source: List published

in 'British

Business'

ll

100.0%

January 1980 (with

some

additional information supplied directly by the British Film
Agency).

Fund

-lB24. A limit of

1500,000 has now heen placed on the annunt any

film

can draw

will not be so steep in future, but the main
benefic-iaries of the change will be the other most successful films. In

from the Fund, so the pyramid

1978-79,

if

for instance,

the

maximum

of

1500,000 had been

11,854,407 would have been taken from the top turo

of this
to

would have gone

reward success and

to

numbers 3-15 on

recenl; years

natiye industry continues to

deciine.

it

60%

The system

is

contemplate a complete reshaping

geared

investments into

has been less effective and the

The 'automatic' system

proying satisfactory any longer, but there

because

list.

and about

in the past; it did certainly attract

British production, but in

partly

the

films

in force,

is

not

is a very limited willingness

to

of the purposes and methods of the Fund'

of a fear.that this

would

further reduce the

volume

of

American investment.

Exhibition and the Distributor

ZS. In Britain

Rank and EMI (which

Exhibition though

now tkrere

has acquired

which

ACC

still

hold most

is

took over ABC) have long dominated

a minor third force, the

'in self-defence'as

Lord Grade

of the key theatres 'in the key cities

circuit of

said.

cinemas

Rank and EMI

and are able

to

set

a general pattern for the countty as a whole, since normally 371' of a film's
cinema revenue conps from Greater London and a further high percentage

of big cities. tlith this strength the two circuits
are able to book and keep the mst likely films, starving out the smaller

from a small number

exhibitor.

They

are helped by an archaic network

of 'bars' whereby a film

for a long time within a large area: each
cinema has its own'barring rights' and some of them need maior revision.

shown

at

Cinema X cannot be shown

Not only the small exh'ibitors but also the smaller

by the strength

of 'the

distributors are dominated

duoPolY'.

bully the American Maiors in the same way
and in practice a modus vivetldi of power sharing has been reached. EMI and

?6.

The

circuits cannot,

however'

I

-1

--

{
i
{

,!

Rank and

19

-

the American Majors virtually amange the market between

them.

Blind and block booking are practised in the politest manner, probably over

lunch. These things are difficult to prove, but it is a fact that the
Majors will expect (and normally get) as a sort of right a certain number
ef weeks' screen time from the circuits.
27. The big exhibitors and the American l'lajors have what they might call
a sensible and civilised relationship for their mutual benefit, but

eyen

they would not claim that the benefits are shared by small distributors
and

snall exhibitors. All the emphasis

now

is

on the

city

centres

and

the key ctinemas, so the closures of independent cinemas are accepted
philosophr'cally by those who haye helped to make

their suryival impossible.
It is increasing'ly difficult to find a market for films which are not being
distributed by EMI or Rank or one of the American Majors. The nnin yictims
of the present system have included new British films which do not fit the
accepted pattern and

of

films, however good.
Nevertheless a number of cinemas specialising in quality product have been
able to show that there is an enthusiastic audience, but not yet a large one,
for foreign films:

course foreign language

what has not been properly tested

is

whether a careful

policy of promotion would increase that audience.
Downhi

1

l

28. At the end of the .|960's the British film industry could
a decade of triumph, during which four British films had

won

look back

on

the 0scar for

the Best Film 0f rhe Year - ('Lawrence of Arabia', 'Tom Jones', 'A Man for
All Seasons' and '0liverl'): three British films had won the Grand prix

at the cannes Festival - ('The Knack', 'Blow up'and 'If..'):
others had enjoyed both cornmercial and

it

was

in

May 1979, when

critical successes.

and many
How

different

the Second Report of the Interim Action Conmittee

Sir Harold tlilson said that the British industry had been failing "as
an originator, promoter and producer of British films,'. There can be no
under

-20single cause for the decline, but one fact does stand

films named above and most of the

unnaned successes

lhjors.

financed and distributed by the American

out: all

the

referred to had

lfhen they

seven
been

drastically

their investrcnts in British films, there did not seem to be the
porcr or even the will to inherit and use the talent which had created the
reduced

winners

of the past decade.

the

when

of Britain

occupation

Roman

Romans

left,

after themselves.

One

'

is reminded that many centuries ago the

gave the country peace and

prosperity, but,

the natives of the country proved incapable of looking

There are lessons

comfortable dependence on a

patron:

to

of

be learnt about the dangers

that is

and

a

why what may seem a

disproportionate space has been given to the decline of the British industry.
FRANCE

Admissions and the Box

?9.

0ffice

Although admissions haye

fallen by 57% since 1955, they are

of the 1955 figure.

stable, while the Box 0ffice

is

382%

be judged from Table 9 which

is

an extract from Tables

I

now

relatively

The position can

and 2 above.

TABLE 9

France; Admissions and Box Office

1955-78

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977

1978

ions) 411 354 zsg 184 182 177 170

177

[in million FF) 548 682 790 882 1573 1757 1839

2097

Admi

ssions

(in mill

Box

0ffice

The French market seems

to

have weathered

the storm as well as any other

in the Conmunity.
French Production

30.

As

will

increased
100%

be seen from Tablel

l0 the numbers of French films has actually

in spite of the 20 year crisis|

French

Moreover

a higher proportion are

films, so the comniitment of ihe French industry is higher than it
;
i

.

'

I
l

I
{

!

-21
vilas i n I 955.
TABLE IO

French Production 1969-1979

Coproduction films
100% French

majority

French

Majority foreign

Total

969

70

49

35

154

1970

66

44

28

138

I 971

67

35

25

127

1972

71

49

49

169

1973

85

54

42

lBl

1974

10r

41

49

191

I 97s

l0l

36

25

16?

1976

112

20

24

1s6

1977

112

l9

13

144

978

il6

19

25

t60

1

1

The Table underestimates

the real

volune

of

French production

for it

does not

include films in the special category of sex and yiolence, of which there
167

in 1978.

They are shown

They were low budget films made

in specialist

at an average cost of

were

200,000 FF.

cinemas.

Source: cNC'L'ActivitJcinJmatographique francaise en

1978, .

Imported Films

31. Meanwhile the competition from foreign films has increased:
- the number of visas issued for long films in a dubbed version was ]25
in 1969;

rose to a peak

of

261 in 1974 and has since

to 144 (which is still higher

-

the

number

than

l97g

the 1969 figure):

of visas for long films in

dubbed vers i on was I 'l 7 i n I 969 and ,

fallen in

0riginal Version as well as a
after eight years when the highest
an

_22_
figure

was

96, suddenly shot up to I37 in

1978:

- the number of visas for films in the Or'iginal Version only (and these
cannot expect any wide circulation) were 82 in 1969 and l5l in 197g.
Sharing the Box Office

32.

More important than

the

number

of films of different nationals is their

ll will show how the audiences haye been divided

sharing

of the market.

between

films from [a) France, (b) the other main EEC Countries, (c) the

Tahle

(d) the Rest of the World. (Figures

USA

for all the
EEC countries, so the figures for Germany, Great Britain and Italy have been
and

combined

to

total.

make an EEC

have not been ayailable

)

TABLE

II

France: Percentage of Audience secured by films of different national origit
I 969-78

Films from

French Films

Gt. Britain, Italy
&

Year

46.33
49.03
52.gg
53.s1
58.32
s3.87
50. 64
5l .I2
46.53
46.0s

I 969

1970

t97l
1972
I 973

1974
I 975

1976
1977
I 978

Note:

The

tl. Ge

21.49
19.92
7.18
17.10
15.01
13.83
t\ .72
12. s0
16. 15
14.17
1

results for

1974 anrd 1975 showed

Fi lms

fron
USA

I
25 .98
24.79
24.32
19.72
?1.28
26 .94
27 .71
30.38
32.62
26.1

Fi lms

from rest

of ilorld
6.07
5

.07

5.04
5.06
6.96
11.02
I 0. 70

8.67

6.94
7.16

the temporary yogue for Karate

films, which caused a sudden rise in filnrs brought in from the Rest
of the World.
Source:

cNC

L'ActivitJ

crn(matograpQique Francaise en l97B page 20.

i
l
i

-23of the Table are clear enough.

The lessons

declined (as an aftermath

of their

production

year since'1974 has been better than the

whose share climbed

back

33.

fren

46%

to the original 46%.

films, but

crisis of l969-71), but each

last.

Their advance has been at

first of the '0ther EEC' filmsn but then also of French films,

the expense
L

initially

The Anrerican share

if

to

58%

of the audiences buthas since faded

It is still

a fairly

good home base

for

French

the curve of decline continues there w'ill be serious trouble.

Such globa'l

figures obscure the wide range of success and failure.

ln 1978 some 5'000 films in the French language were circulating, but 25 of
the 5'000 got 28.5% of the admissions and the top three films (a11 Anerican)
got over 6% of the admissions. For a great number of films the market
results

34.

have already been disastrous.

The concentration

of strength in the hands of the American

also demonstrated by Table

Majors is

'12.

TABLE 12

France: Shaning of the Market among Distributors in
rys.

Distributors mainly sell ing
f ilms

Distributors matnly selling

fi

films in the

d'essai"

cinemas

(FF)

%

of total

American
6

264,765,559

34.9

103

460,713,194

60.9

49

3l,852,348

4.2

French

lms

Plus those specialising

Turnover

1977

in selling
"d'art et
Total

158

757,331,l0l

I

00.0

Source: CNC'L'Act'ivitJCin/matographique Francaise en i97B' .

Note:

The

films "d'art et d'essai" are discussed separately in

paragraphs

37-39.

35. A statistically
companies

complicating factor

is the participation of American

in French production: the Malecot

investments

of

American companies

in

Report estimated

that

the

'French' films was about 200 million

FF

-?4in the years 1970-75. There has also been American finance behind some of
the foreign partners in French co-production films (as in the recent case
of ,Moonraker'). Figures of Anerican investment for the period since 1975
are not ayailable, but it seems probable that they have invested in fewer
films as 'lrloonraker'nay

films,

though such

yolume

of finance Provtded.

mean

an increase

in the total

Aids

36. Fortunately

France has a long established system

of aids' which include

a variety of loans, advances on receipts and automatic payments prc rata to

office receipts. Their oyerall effect has certainly been to sustain
the French industry, particularly as the money from the automatic aid is
reserved for the financing of future filns and has stimulated a level of

box

production which some consider too

the results of releases are

high.

This may become less true

now more and nnre

because

polarised, with a few big

failures, so an increasing proportion of the aid will

successes and many

inevitably be concentrated on a few films. Logically one should therefore

fall in the number of films made

expect a

The loans and adyances on

which have helped
budgets needing

receipts are subject to discretionary decisions

to maintain the quality of

French

filns.

However, with

to be higher the contribution of the Aid system to

the

financing of a film becomes proportionately smaller and less important.
The whole system has done much

films, but has not

in the markets of
Cfn/mas

37,

to give the French industry its proper

French

place

Europe and the world.

drArt et d'Essai

One

part of the French Aid System deseryes some special attention not

actual achievements as for the principles which have inspired
Steps have been taken to encourage the showing of films of quality:

so much for

it.

been able

to ensul€ the survival and progress of

its

I

t-

I
1

i
I
I

cinemas

classified as

/\

'Cinemas

they show films of this

of

14.7%

them

of all

in

towns

d'Art etld'Essai'

have tax benefits

category. In 1978 there were 669

of which 133 were in Paris,
some

25':

115

in its

such cinemas,

suburbs and 421 in the Provinces,

with less than 20,000 inhabitants.

French cinemas,

when

They represented

but, as tras seen in Table 12, the turnover of

Distr'lbutors specialising in this sector took only 4.2% of the tota]

distributors' turnover. This may be a small sector of the exhibition
industry, but

to

it

could be of considerable importance

young French filnmakers,

Members

in offering opportunities

to films in their Origina'l Version from other

of the Comrnunity and indeed to

quaf

ity films

from

all

parts of the

worl d.

38. A statistical

analysis published by the C.N.C. (No. 79/28) has

shown

that within this group of cinemas success has been concentrated on a
nelatively small

circulating in

number

1978

of fiims: 56 (9.5%) of the 587 recomrnended films

attracted 71.4%, while 179 films (30.5%) attracted

only 0.3% of the total admissions. The films most successful in these
cinemas were

also successful in the normal cinemas: for example, the

of

29

in these Classified

films which

had the highest number

Cinemas had

twice as many admissions in other (non-classified) cinemas.

Audiences are being properly

admissions

selective, but at least they are being giyen

a wider choice of quality films from which to choose. The national origins

of

Recormended

films are

shown

in

Table

.|3.

-?6TABLE 13

France: Films fully

recormended

forthe

.t

Cinemas

drArt et drEssai:

ttaJionat Ortgins atO

of Recormended films Results of Recomnnded films
in the classified cinemas in other cinemas

Results

of Admissions No. of Admissions
films No. % films No.
(nill)
[mttt)
127 4,200 34.2 104 7.550 39.7
usA
214 3,838 31.2 147 7,321 38.5
France
50 1,510 12.3 45 I '676 8-5
Italy
314 1.7
456 3.7 29
Germany 37
392 2.1
264 2.1 25
Great Britain 31
128 2,029 16'5 83 1,762 9.3
The Rest
587 12,797 100.0 433 19'015 100.0
Totals
Notes: - The films of France, Italy, Germany and Great Britain include
Filrns

from:

No.

%

coproducti ons .

-

The basis

the 127
French

of the right

USA

films also

hand

part of the Table is that e.g. 104 of

were shown

in other cinemas ,

147

of the 214

films similarly etc.

Source: Bulletin du CNC Jun-August

1979.

39. Though the scheme has not in practice achieyed nearly as much as its
idealists founders hoped, its hasic principles can point the way to future
action. These cinenas have offered opportunities to what is good or new
or both, but they haye not

become

cormercially successful films of

cultural ghettoes, for they also

artistic quality. It will

show

be worth

considering whether some simil,ar system of encouragement could be operated
throughout the Conmuntty

origin.

to

encourage

the showing of films of

Community

I
J

-27ExnrOitlon ana 0fstrl

40'

France,

like

Britain, has experienced monopolistic problems in
the exhibition industry. Three big circuits between them control the
programming of neariy all the first run cinenas
in Paris, most of the first
Great

run cinemas in other big cities and altogether about a third of the
country,s
cinemas, yielding about half the total box-office. No distributor
can

of his filrns to be cormercially successful, unless he deals with
one of the circuits, t{hich inevitably have acquired some dictatorial
habits,
expect any

including the remarkable one of unilaterally revising contracts which turn
out to be d'isadvantageous to them. The circuits are so strong and tough,
that independent exhibitors who do not co-operate as desired can be denied
a supply of wonthwhile
abuse

of

films.

power have been very

Complaints about the

bitter

circuits

and

their

and eventually an independent exhibitor

bravely lodged a fonnal complaint with the Competition Commission about
supply

of ftlms

the Conpetition

being withheld from
Commission

him.

The

a

llinister of the Economy ordered

to inyestigate.

41. In October 1979 the Opinion of the Conmission

and the Decision

of

the

Minister were pubiished. The Conmission was highly critical of the Circuits,
but recormended that at this stage rather than imposing any penalties it was
best "to

call

on the groups concerned

without waiting

to

cease the practices

in

question

for the elaboration of a code of good conduct normalising

the re'lationships between the distributons and exhibitors of cinematograph
films as well as the relationships within these professions.', The Minister

written accord'ingly to the three major groups concerned. It remains to
be seen what will be the practical results of this affair: one nemembers
has

how

little

Commission

42.

was changed

in

in Britain in spite of the Report of the Monopolies

1965.

This issue

is primarily

for France, but it is also of interest
to other Member States because [as in Great Britain) the best able to make
a rnatter

-28with big ctrcuits are the big Anerican distributors and also

arangements
because

the centralised control of prograrming tends to favour the

promotion

of

Anrerican

films. All this puts at a disadvantage

films fron the industries of other
impede the

of

Rone,

llember

free flow of films within the

Articles 85 and 86, which will

States.

EEC,

mass

many other

Insofar as these practices

they are a breach of the

be quoted and discussed

Treaty

at a later

stage.

43.

The monopolistic

practices of the exhibition circuitsT and pressures

of the Arrerican Majors
French

which

distributors.

failed

haye added

greatly to the difficulties of the smaller

Many who have

have therselyes ceased

companies were operating on

given finance or guarantees

to

fi1ms

trading. In 1957 nineteen distribution

a national scale, but the position in 1978 can be

seen from Table No. 14.
TABLE 14

France: Billings of leading distributors in

ending
Company
31 October
Gaumont
30 November + CIC
30 November + l,larner/Columbia
30 September AMLF
30 November GEF CCFC
+ Walt Disney
30 June
3 December + 20th Century Fox
30 November + United Art'ists
30 April
Parafrance
3l August
Planfilm
I December S.N. Prodie
I December S.N.C.
Year

+ means 'American Company'.

l97B

Billings in

FF

I4l
l2g
9l
83
65
59

50

49
37

27
15
9

miltions

-a 'l

-2944' All is not bleak, for

French

films

haye

a greater stability and a better

in the Conmunity, but the factons already descrfbed
together with a disappointing volume of exports nake profitability difficult.
In reply to the question "Is there a cinema crisis?" the Malecot Report said
"The reply is affinuative and it is not surprising that one can always talk
of a cinema crisis as its economy is fragile and the cultural yalues at stake
home base

than any others

are important. "
l,l.

GERMANY

Admissions and Box

45,

The collapse

0ffice

of the German market

between 1955 and 1975

is reyealed

the following Table l5 which has been extracted from Tables 1 and 2

in

above:

TABLE 15

hI.

:

Ge

Admissions and Gross Box Office 1955-78

1955 1960 1965
Admissions [mi1 1 ions)
Gross Box

0ffice (DM rnillions)

Admissions

fell

1970

818

605

294

160

956

863

611

542

Germany

I 978

1975.

136

748

Seat

than elsewhere [partly because the general

rate of inflation has been lower), so the Box 0ffice
gure

1977

128 ll5 124
627 592 653

disastrouslyo but haye been recovering since

prices have gone up less in

fi

1975 1976

is still

bejow the

1955

.

Fewer films

46.

The decline

of the Gennan market has helped to

reduce the numbers

of

new

films released on it, as can be seen from Table No. 16. Films from ,The
Rest

of the World'have actually

fewer films from Gennany

itself,

increased since 1955, but there have been

of the EEC and from USA.
Since
the numbers from USA have been relatively stable, but the numbers
frcm Gennany and the Rest of the EEC still seem to be decjining.
.|972

from the Rest

-30TABLE 16

:
Counrrle1oj,lQr'lgln

H.

Gennany

Rest

of

for the first time in 195511918
Analysed Fy coultry of origin
l-ggt 1e60 leqs le70 leTl 1e72 le73 1s74 1979 1e76 1e77 I 978
122 98 56 106 116 lt8 86 82 58 63 s8 60

ll2 192 ls6 154 ttl t39 lI7 ll0 1?2 104 103 88
zls 175 lll ll7 127 102 ll4 101 84 87 106 103
37 57 50 33 31 46 71 68 59 65 73 63

EEC

USA

Rest of trlorld
Total s
Source:

Films released

486 522 373 410 38s 405 388 361 323 3I9 340 314
The figures haye been taken and sunrnarised from issues of the
'Filmstatisches Taschenbuch' published by S.P. I.0. (Spitezenorganisation
der Filnnirtschaft).

Notes:

a.

tr{. Gennan

films include co-productions

between [rl. Germany and

other countries.

b. Films from Great Britain,

Denmark and

Eire are included in films

from'Rest of EEC' 'for the years before those countries ioined
the

EEC.

Sharing the Market

47.

Much more

reyealing

rentals earned by

is

Table f{0. 17 which shows the amount

filns fron different

groups

of countries.

of film

-1

3l

i

TtiBLE t 7

t.I. Germany: Film Rentals
Shares earned by

- \ Films

in J955-1978

films of diffgfent nat'ional origins

A. _In DM. millions

1955 1960 't 965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 197s 1976 1977 1978
l^1. Germany
142. 3 131.s 76.3 76.9 71.0 65.5 55.2 58.3 29. B 23.6 25.2 31 .B
Rest of EEC
32.2
60.6 70.4 37 .8 38.8 54.8 60. s 64.5 8l .6 66.3 88.5 54.9
USA
97 .4
97.5 81.2 64.4 74.2 66.7 70.3 6.5 95 .5 89. 5 83.1 136.1
Rest of l'lorld 29.0
31.1 37.? 17.0 12.9'13.1 24.1 20.4 23.9 28.4 23.5 25 .3
from:

7

Total

300.9 320.7 265.1 196.1 196.9 200.1 210.1

s

B.
t'{.

As percentgges

219.7 230.8 207.8 220.3 248.1

of the totals

I 955

1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973

Germany

47.3

4l .0

of

10.7

28.8 39.2 36. I 32.7 26.3 26.5 12.9 11.4 11.4
18.9 26.6 19.2 19.7 27.5 28.8 29.4 35.3 31.9 40.2

32.3

30.4 30.6 32.9

Rest

EEC

USA

Rest

of

Total

s

hlorld

9.7

.7 33 3 33. 5
9.7 14.0 8.7 6.5 6.5 ll.4
37

.

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

.|00.0

1974

34.

1975

1976

Notes:

1978

12.8
22.1

I 41.4 43..| 37.7 54.e

9.3

10.4 13.6 10.7

10.2

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: The figures have been taken and sumnarised from issues of the
'Filmstati sches Taschenbuch'

1977

SPI0

.

films rentals less rentals from newsreels.

a.

'Rentals'

b.

'Rest of the EEC' includes figures from France, Great Britain and Italy

means

only as figures for the other Menber Countries are not available.
I

48.

Gennan

films

haye become weaklings

ln a weakened

home

market.

The

total of

film rentals in l97B was 17,5% down from 1955 in spite of inflation and higher seat
prices: the nentals earneid by Gennan filrns in l97B were over 75% lower than the
1955
13%

figure: in each of the'four

of the total rental,

whereas

years 1975-76^77-78 Gennan films had less than

in 1955 they had 47%. It is also clean that

-3?a position of great strength
Amrican films have acquired and maintained
they won in 1978)' The
(though theymay not hold the 54"9%of the market
EEC' are much less clear' for
trends regarding 'Films fronr the Rest of the
'bhe fluctuations. This is perhaps largely
there seems to be no pattern in
may have on the Table'
due to the effect which one or two blockbusters

higher figures for 'Films from
For example, the 1979 figures may show much
which is a
the Rest of the EEC'because Of the release of 'l'loonraker"
Franco-British co-production, and 'superman' which

a British

film.

they confuse the

of

and

statistically

and even if
Both are being distributed by American l'laiors
the
statistics, they will in practice further strengthen

Anrerican domination
t{eakness

is legally

of the narket'

German-qistriqutors

growth of
of the German market following the explosive
as welr as to producers;
Television brought disaster to German distributors

49.

The collapse

they crumbled one after another, so nov{ there

is

no German

distributor

strongenoughtoofferanyrealcornpetitiontotheArnericanl,|ajors.It
of 1979 were
is significant that the three Gerrnan films which in the course
winning an international reputation were

Drum'and 'Maria Braun' by U'A' and'Nosferatu'
,Tin Drum'earned more revenue in Germany in 1979 than did all

market by a Maior

by

Fox.

all being distributed in the home

- 'jin

not be all
films put together in 1978, but the profits will
in Gerrnan films'
available for reinvestment by a German distributor

Gernan

Tax Shel ter-

Scllemes

,

50.TheabsenceofsubstantialGermandistributorshasnadeitdifficult
most audiences
to finance films with the production values required by
laws
today. The gap was not filled for German films by the Tax Shelter
(whichwillinanycasebylessimportantafterthechangesdueinmid-1980)'
films made by
most of the films financed this wax'were non-German

as

\

American Producers.

I

i
1

- ?it-

Television and German

51.

An

production

active relationship

national

TV chains and
.l974-1978

:

vras created by an agreement between

the

the Aid Authority (the FFA) in 1974r d'd

two

in the years

60 films were co-produced with Television bodies who invested

million DM in them. The follow-up of this scheme has not yet been
settled, but it is likely that a further 75 million DM will be inyested
44

during the period .|979-1983.
The

relationship of 1974'78 was not an entire success, for

films

produced

haye not secured a cinema release, because

projects were suPported more

appeal.

for their Televr'sion

than

many

(it

of the co-

was said)

for their

cinematic

Nevertheless the part played by the Television authorities

has

of great value, for the progranane has not only included tnvestments
in such films as 'Nosferatu'and'Maria Braun', but has also given gpportunities

been

to many new writers, directors and producers. Television
has been an important factor in the deyelopment of the New German Cinema.
and experience

Film Aids

52-

a

Gennany has

somewhat complicated

subsidies available, mainly

films certainly could not
or

more

films which

four have so far

films.

t,,|ithout them the new German

in the 1970,s. However, a measure
of the German production industry is that of the

have deyeloped

of the commercial weakness

fifty

for quality

variety of aids, loans, prizes and

have benefited from the

been able

to repay their

project subsidies only

loans.

Exhibition and Distribution

53.

The

There

unit

Exhibition industry in

is a certain amount of

has on'ly 150

cinemas.

perhaps a rrcnopoly

Gennany

comrncn

Some

is

not dominated by large circuits.

programming, but the biggest progranming

small circuits haye a local monopoly or

position in two or three localities, but there are no

of these developing into national circuits. Though no major groups
exist to oppose the strength of the American lvlajors, the bigger units can
signs

-34operate as a moderating

force, particularly as they all

meet rtund the table

in the Spitzenorganisation der Filnmirtschaft. The modus vivendi achieved
is not always to the liking of the smaller exhibitors, distributors and
producers, so it is no surprise to hear talk of setting up a rival
organisation Parallel with SPI0.

54. In the meantime it
geared

seems

that the

to the distribution of the

Gennan market

prografi[nes

as a whole

of the Arnerican

is primarily

Maiors.

legality of their operations has been questioned. The cartel of four
conpanies representing six Maiors (CIC, Fox/MGM, UA and Columbia/lrlarners)

The

was investigated by

expressions

the

German

Cartel

of protest and surprise.

Connnission and

The issue

acquitted'

amid

is not dead as it

has

been

raised again in the Bonn Parliament.
The Future

55. In spite of all

the difficulties and disappointments considerable

encouragement can be drawn

fron the

vitality of the New German Cinema'

and finding wider audiences

of the inward-looking attitudes of a cult
at home and abroad. It remains to be seen

whether Germany can develop

its ovm national cinena even further or whether

which seems to be breaking out

its growing success wi'll persuade the Anerican Majors to increase what has
been a modest

level of inyestment

and use the new

talent for the

making of

will depend on the fate of the 1979
Aid Law, which at the moment of writing is under discussion with the Connission

other sorts of

films.

Clearly

much

in Brussels, for without constructive state a'ids the recent progress of
that
German films will not continue into the 1980's. It is also essential
the
Gennan distributors should become strong enough to finance and sell
best Gerrnan films, so that the German filrn industry can be master in its
own house and

build

its future on the successes of today.

I
,l

I

-35ITALY

Admj:.sions and Box Office

56. Table No. .|8, which is extracted from
decline of the Italian

I

Tables

and 2, surmarises the

Cinema.
TABLE 18

Italy:_

Admissions and Bo{

fffice

l9SS-.I979

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977

1978

819 745 663 525 514 455 374 318
Box 0ffice (Milliards of lire) lt6 tzl 159 tlz 363 37s 343
347

Admissions (millions)

Admissions have

fallen hy 72%, but as seat prices

haye increased substantially,

the Box Office has trebled, but of course there has been severe inflation in

this period.

The

results for the

final

1979

figures have not yet

12 months ended

been publishedn

but the

3l July 1979 indicate a further fall in

admissions.
The competition from Teleyision

57.

The

part played by Television in the collapse of the Italian

in

cinena

above. There are no signs that the Conmercial
Stations will be less of a threat in the future: for example, a recent check
was described

paragraph 3

by the Italian exhibitors revealed that 22 local commercial stations
Rome

region

of Lazio transmitted films

no doubt the backlog
because

episodes

of

will it

their

be easy

business

of policy

gne day

unshown

seems most

is based on cheap ready-made programnes.

to get governmental coercion, as the political

the commercial stations for electioneering. The industry

its campaign and their strength has been increased
Producers Association

the

that day is being postponed

American TV series. Any voluntary change

improbable' as

need

be exhausted, but

in a fortnight.

the stations are supplementing cinema filrns with previously

I

Non

will

900 times

in

will continue

of the
is only realistic to

by the opening

to Television Producers, but it

part.ies

-36expect

that the competitive

power

of films

on television

will

continue to

Italian cinema. This means not only a loss of admissions'
public taste by hours
but also, according to some experts, a debasement of
impoverish the

of viewing inferior product on television'
Ital ian Produqtion

58. The boom in ltalian production was ended by the collapse of the market
(including
(with the aid of other factors). The number of Italian films
co-productions with

ltaly

as the maJority partner) rose from 117

in 1955

1979'
to 215 in 1976, but has fallen to 145 in 1977, 116 in 1976 and l3l in
is now
The network of important producers and producer/distributors
in other
smaller and different. Many have emigrated or set up headquarters
De Laurentiis'
countries and these incrude such prominent personarities as Dino

Alberto Grimaldi and carlo
and methods, sometimes

others have reorganised their

after difficulties with

Banks and

companies

creditors'

The

is beset with problems and liyes precariously.

industry
Foreign

ponti.

films in t4r ltalian

market

59. In spite of the contraction of the market, which has he'lped to reduce
the

nurnber

of Italian films, there have been more foreign films distributed

in an ltalian

language

yersion' as can be seen from Table No'

19'

TABLE 19

Italy:

Forei

Fi lms from

Rest

films distributed in ltatian
1976

I 979

107

14?

145

ls6

68

83

320

381

of the EEC

USA

Rest

tgZO anO lgZg

of the hlor'ld

Total

I

I

i
ri

I

I

l
I

I
I

l
l
\
!

-37Sharing

I

,i

of the market

j

60. In the immediate post-war period the usA had a backlog of films,
i

could supply the cinemas. Even

films only

13.3%

in

1948 usA

filrns

of gross revenue, but the position

had had g0.2% and
changed

so

it

Italian

rapidly in fayour

of ltalian films as can be seen from Table No. ZA.
TABLI 20

rigin.s of fi.lms
Percentage going

to films from

Year

Italy

Rest

1955

34.8

5.8

58.0

1.4

960

41.2

10.1

45.6

3.1

1

of

USA

EEC

Rest

of

I 965

47

.0

10.0

4l.l

1.9

I 970

59.9

7.8

29.5

2.8

r 971

63.9

5.8

27.6

?.7

I 973

60.8

8.1

23.3

7.8

I 975

59. 3

10.6

26.8

3"3

1976

57.0

9.0

30.4

3.6

1977

52.4

10.4

32.7

4.5

1978

43.1

ll.4

4A.2

5.3

Notes:

(a)
(b)

'films from Italy, include co-productions:
'films from the Rest of the EEC, include films from the present
Members of the EEC, though rin 1955 the Cornmunity had not yet
been
formed and the Six

Source:

Horld

Cinema D'Oggi

l5

did not

January

become

the Nine

until

1973.

.|990.

In l97l Italian films reached their peak of 69.9% and in 1973 Anerican
films
their low point of 23.3%. The trends then reyersed, with the ltalian share

falling to 43.1% and the usA share ris'ing to 40.2% in 1978. The 1g7g figures
have not been published, but a table published in the ,Giornale
dello
.|979
Spettacolo' for the year ended 3l July
gaye the Italian share of r.hc

-38market as down to 363.

Film Aids

61.

An extensive system

of film aids

has operated

for over 50 years, with

provision at present for automatic aids [based on a percentage of box office

takings), sone low-interest loans and

Its

sorrc av{ards on

value for a long time has lessened

over renewals

firstly

of the legislation and secondly by enornpus delays {sometimes

however, the delays have been
who haye waited

partially

benefits.

caused by

0n occasion,

the producers themselves,

for the first results of a film, so that they can judge

it will be worth spending time and money on making any application

all.

at

difficulties

by recurent

as long as four years) 'in the actual paynnnts of

whether

a selectiye basis.

This

is

an indication that the Italian automatic Aid

automatic schemes) also benefits the successful and brings

(like

little

other

help to

the majority of films.
Fi-nancing

62.

Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI) has been actiye

Among

at

of films by Television

the films

it

Cannes ('Padro

has helped

in filrn

production.

to finance were two which won the

Grand Prix

Padrone'in lg77 and'L'Arbre Aux Sabots' in 197S). At

the 'Somento Film Encounter' of October 1979, which was devoted to

Italian film industryeightpf the thirteen films on the
been produced by

filns
MI

MI.

At this Encounter it

by Rosi,Olmi, Montaldo and

was pointed

the

main progranme had

out that recent

Fellini might not haye been made without

which has certainly given employnent

to filnrnakers,

won

prestige for the

industry and aroused cornmercial interest.

of the film industty has, however, been yery hostile, as can be
for instance, in the Report on the Sorento Encounter included in the

The reaction

seen,

'Variety' issue of 24 0ctober 1{179.

ANICA,

the trade association to

Producers, Distributors and others belong, demanded

which

that RAI should go out

I

of Film Production unless it

co-Jiroduces
I
1

t

with recognised

members

of

ANICA

i
I

-39on equal tenns and with equal

financing. An eyen stronger position was taken

in a document signed by 25 leading filrmakers, who wanted RAI to invest
$50 million in ltalian fihnnaking without any right to select projects or
exercise production controls.

63.

The motiyes

enough

for this cold

welcome were mixed.

It ts certainly not

to hlame it all on some shorts'tghted Jealousy. Film industry leaders

of the cinema through the showing of old films
on Television (but the real culprit was the Cormercial Stations not RAI)
have resented the erosion

and they have resented also the poor prices paid

for

these

films.

More

basically they haye felt that RAI

its

is primarily.interested in building up
of films for the future, so it will think more about a filn's

supply

suitability for a later television screening than about any renaissance of
Italian films in the narkets of ltaly and abroad. The apparently arrogant
denand for $50 million is not after all so unreasonable. perhaps the
best way

to raise the noney would be that MI

should pay

into a Production

Fund

and the Commercial stations

a leyy each time they show a cinema film.

0byiously there would need to be some detailed fonnula, but an arrangement
on these lines would not only tend

to

of films shown but
also contribute to the financing of Italian production. A similar proposal
reduce the number

the Interim Action cormittee in Great Brr'tain, with the Television
Authorities naturally objecting, but such objections need not be allowed to
was made by

prevail.

64.

funerican companies are

at present financing only about five to eight

Italian films a year and have shown no deftnite signs of intending to expand
their Prograrmes, though obviously they will be noting the commercial success

0f, for examp'le, UA's Franco-Italian co-production'La Cage Aux Folles'and
wanting to use ltaly's great fund of filnmaking talent.

-40At the end of 1979, however, an initiatiye

was taken by the

Entertainment [Signor Bernardo Arezzo) who was pressing
funerican investment so
between

Minister for

for an increase in

ils to rectify the lack of balance in the film trade

the two countries. In

which returned frorn the

USA

December 1979 he

with

some hopes

led a

that the

50-man delegation

Anrerican Majors would

invest substantial suns in Italian production, but the facts are not yet
clear and the attitudes

that

if

in Italy

are

conflicting.

The

Minister has indicated

a substantial inyestment does not materialise, he sould be forced

into energetic action, which might include protective legislation.
would be welcomed by some sections

This

of the industry, but ANICA as well as

for the principles of Free Trade. Negotiations
and it is not possible to forecast what results they

the Exhibitors have spoken out
are

still

proceeding

will produce.
Exhibition and Distributors

65.

There are no large national chains

being one which has 40 cinenns under

of

cinemas

direct

in ltaly, the biggest

management and

another 20 in

for prograrming. In consequence the market is much more under
the control of distributors than in countries such as France and Great

association

Britain,
As

where strong e.xhibitionL chains can

Italian distributors

who have mainly

have beern

benefited: their

act as a balancing force.

in decline, it is

funerican

power has grown and

distributors

is still

growing.

The Future

66.

is always d'ifficult in the film industry and particularly so
when conditions are as unstable as they are in ltaly. Unless some radical
Prophesying

changes take

place, admissions v'rill prrbably continue to decline and the

Italian distribution-production industry continue to weaken. One solution
envisaged

is a greater

intervent;ion by the Anrerican Majors, but that would

not solve the prime problem of rebuildinglan Italian

industry. It

was the

-41
President of ANICA who warned that they should not think
and solutions

that

far

removed from

the Itatian

way

of life

of types of films

and

thought: he urged

it is not the international but the Italian market which should be

engaging

their attention.

pnojects which would

American finance on the other hand would be seeking

suit the Anerican market and, insidentaljy, one result

to put up the costs of productton for films of ali types. The
appeal of all those dollars is alluring, but in the long tenn a better solution
would be

in a European context, unless Italy is content to become a
service industry for USA films. The aid systern should be revitalised,

would be found

relatt'onships with Television shoutd be rationalised (with some sort

of

levy

for a production fund) and consideration giyen to other measures which will
be proposed at a later stage of this study.
HOLLAND

67.

The Dutch home market has suryived

the

genenal

crisis of the last

25 years

with a smaller loss of audiences than any other in the Conununity. This can
be seen from Table No.

2l which has been extracted

from Tables

I

and 2.

TABLE 2I

Hglland:

Box

Office and Adm'tssions

1955-1979

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 l97B
ions)

66

55

0ffice (million flo)

72

7s

Admissions
Box

(in

mi11

Though admissions

fell

badly

36
76

24

28 26

26

3I

76

137 142

165

201

in the .|960's they haye been rising in

the

'|970's, while the Box Office has also
risen continually, though not so
as

in France.

The most

likely

reason

much

for the stability of recent years is

the modus vivendi between the industry and Dutch Teleyision, which in practice
has shown only

a few at

a limited

weekends"

number

of

cinema

films per year (about 120) and only

-4?'
Production

is still not a large one and it is not supplemented by other
at a sensibly low
markets where Dutch is spoken, so production is maintained
without
figure [2 films in l97B). Eyenr such a level cou]d not be achieved
6g.

The market

the state aids which ptovide
on a selective basis

for

of the finance for production, but only

50-60%

films which express the Dutch

inyestments have been rewarded by the success

culture'

The state

of the films. 0f the 20 films

in 1978 were the most successful in the Dutch market fand earned 42'?%
of the gross box office) six were Dutch. Altogether 323 new films had been

which

of them had been Dutch' so it was a considerable
for half of the Dutch films to get placed'in the first twenty-

released and only 12
achievement

Sharinq the Box Office

69. The general diyiston of the Box Office
is summarised in the Table No. 22-

between

films of different origins

TABLE 22

of Sqlgg$lme and Cross Box Offu
0btained by films of dlffe!"ent national origins

Holland:

Shares

Screent'ime

Gross Box

0ffice

Receipts
978

Films from:

1976

1977

1978

I 976

1977

Hol I and

7.11

8.01

9.20

8.48

11.56

8.82

40.57

38. 10

33.83

35

.53

34.09

35.78

41.24

43.07

48.50

44.85

44.50

49.56

11.08

10.82

8.47

1l .14

9.85

s.84

Rest

of

EEC

USA

Rest

of

t'{orld
I

Total s

Source:
70.

00.00

Based on

Dutch

the

1

00.00

I

100.00 100.00

00.00

f,lederl andrse Bioscoopbond

100.00

'Jaarvers'lag 1978' (page

films did remarkablJ'well considering that they

were few

in

17 )

number

have
with modest budgets' Films from the Rest of the EEC
done very well' but
moderately successful, whiile films,from USA have

and had been made

been

1

i

a

-43perhaps less

well than expected.

71. One can oniy guess why Dutch films

have suryived so successfully

in

a

small home market. One reason must be that the state production finance
has been granted
I

were

with a skilled selectiyity, for at least half the

'winners'.

A second may be

that

Dutch

distributors

have

.|978

films

not collapsed

in I97B Dutch companies
distributed thirteen, including three of the American winners. The strength
of the Dutch distributors means that doruestic fi'lms have a better chance of
as in Germany: of the twenty most successful films

finding their

audiences.

Exhibition and Distributors

72.

There are elements

of

chains of exhibitors, but

monopoly practices on

it

has

the part of

not become a serious

some

issue.

larger

There

is also

in the operations of the Bioscoopbond, the
organisation to which all sections of the Dutch industry belong' but its
strength has been beneficidl, for it has helped to safeguard the vitality
a measure of restrictionism

of the Dutch industry without

damaging

the national industries of other

Member States.

BELGIU'4

Admissions and Box Office

73. Table No. 23
in

which

is drawn from Tables I

and

2,

shows

that the

admissions has slowed down, but Box Office receipts haye remained

dec'line

at

a

low level.
TABLE 23

Belgium: Admissions and Box Office Receipts 1955-1978
.|970 '1975
1976 1977
1955 1960 1965
Admi

110 80 45 30 25 23

ssions (in mil 1 ions)

Receipts

(in

Prospects

BF

mill

r'ons)

I

500 I s55

II

00

for the future are not encouraging,

1247 1 696 1 6e0
as there

is

?2
I 826

no agreement or

-44understanding

with Television about the numbers of cinena films to be shown

on TV or about

their

age

or

about;

the tinres of screening. l'loreover, Belgium

prnportionately the country wiith the largest amount of Cable TV in the
world, so yet another riyal to the cinema is growing stronger'

is

f

Prtduction

74. Belgium has a high reputation for its short filns' but has not established
itself as an important producer of long films' In the early 1970's the
output averaged l0 films a year (including co-productions)' but in recent
years the average has been 4 and in 1978 all 4 were co-productions' l{ithout
state aid in the form of, loans to selected projects, there might be no
prcduction of long films at all. Their difficulties are not surprising'
for it is a country with two home markets, the Flemish one being small and
the French one open to

all

the {'ilms from France'

Sharing the Market

75. No statistics are nor1{ published about the sharing of the Belgian market
made in 1973 by Francis
among films of different national origin. A study
in the C.R.I.S.P. Report 'Le secteur cinJmatographique
en Belgique) showed that in 19711 Belgian films (including co-productions)
of the EEC
3.5% of screen time; French fi'lms l9.l%; films from the rest
Buyle (and quoted

27.6% and

films from USA 36.3%.

in the lead,

though French

had

It is believed that the UsA films are still

films have irnproved their position'

ExhiLition and Distributors

/

la Cinematographie' said
in lgTg that "In Belgium as in most of the Member states of the cormunity
the cinema market is dominated by a few oligopolies which control the best
centres of Exhibition. In most of the towns of our country, the chance of
76.

A Memorandum from

showing

,La Chambre Syndicale Belge de

a film to the public

de,pends

often on iust one person, sometimes on

r

-45two, rarely on
which

three.

One group

by

itself

controls a circuit of

c'inemas

is responsible for 95% of the progranming in three provinces. It

inevitable that these mini-monopolies and oligopolies are tempted to

the'ir dominant position and it very frequently

happens

is

abuse

that films cannot get

or are hired Out at extremely lOW prices." The Memorandum
for a solution on the lines that no person or grouP should be al'lowed

any release
pressed

to control, directly or indirectly,
or

more than 25%

of the market in

any town

negion.

0ligopoly aryangements normally favour the big films and the big distributors,
so the suryival of a modest sector

of Belgian film production is

always at

ri sk.
DENMARK

Admissions and Box Office

71.

As can be seen from Table No. 24 [which

is

drawn from Tables

]

2)'

and

fallen less seriously in the last few years, partly' no
doubt, because Teleyision shows few films which have had a cinema release,

admissions have

so cinemas are spared the competition

of well-known fitms being seen in

homes.

TABLE 24

Admissions and Box

0ffice Receipts

1955 1960 l96s
Admissions (in millions)
Box

0ffice (in million kr.)

59 44
-83

1

970

34

24

138

149

1955-1978

1975 1976 1977

19
160

19

2l 5

1978

17
219

17

244

Production

78. The annual output which was normally 15-20 during the 1970',s' fell to
ll in 1979, but is expected to get back to 15 in 1980'
previously some 50% of production finance came from private sources, but
no\|l

a filrn

is unlikely to be made unless it is supported by public funds

administ"erecl bv

the Danish Film

Institute.

0ccasional investments on

a

-46minor scale are made by Television, but they do not affect the general position.
When

there

is a pause in the state funding,

comes almost

ds there was in 1979, production

to a standstill.

Sharing the Box Offige

79.

Table No. 25 shows how the hox

were not published
must be

for

previous

office rtas shared 1976-77-78, but figures

:years,

0n

this 'limited evidence generalisations

hesitant, but it; would seem that the Danish share is declining;

and

that the Anerican share is substirntial.
TABLE 25

Sharing

of the market accordi

to national origins of films:

[pencentage shares

1976 1977
35.i2 30.9

Films from:
Denmark

Rest

of

rt 23 .2
40.,[ 37.1
8.9 B. 8
l5.

EEC

USA

Rest

of the t,lorld

1

1976-1978

)

978

29.6
t7 .7

45.5
7.2

Exhibition and Distributors

80. There are no strong chains of cinemas in Denmark, but in practice the
smaller and local cinemas are be'ing squeezed out
being held

in

Copenhagen

in the multiscreen

of business. Films are
and other key centres for long periods, particularly

complexes, so people are coming

into the city instead of

waiting for the film to have a local screening (which
Some

of the old local

audiences

may never happen).

travel to the city centre

(perhaps

reluctanily),

but others abandon the cinema al1;ogether when the local one closes.

8'1.

The main

beneficiaries of these trends are the American Majors,

like the higher priced city

cinennas

for their big films

who

and can persuade

exhibitors that they should take other films as well, for block booking in

is commonly prar;tised. The closures of cinemas in less
areas, where subtitling is not much liked, affects American

a discreet style
sophisticated

t,

-47films. In an interyiew ('screen International'

less than Danish

20 0ctober

.|979)

the Director of the Danish Film Institute said "The lack of Danish
production is a disaster for the small provincial cinemas which make most of

their

money from

need each

a

our own

other;

films."

and Danish

Danish

social

life

films

and Danish

local

cinemas

would be poorer without them.

General

82. Denmark provides a clear example of a social and cultural need for an
indigenous film production industry. The market is so small that no large
industny is to be expected, but it is no use suggesting that efforts shoujd
be concentrated on two

or three films a year, for that would not be enough

to attract, develop and retain the creatiye
The Danish audiences

for these to

like

- it is a considerable achievement
30% of the market. It may be argued that

Danish

be getting nearly

and technr'cal force needed.

films

this is not strange as all other fi'lms are in Original

LanguaEe Versions,

but the answer is that Danish audiences are surely entitled to

in thein

own language

if that is what they want.

some

films

Altogether the goverrunental

policies of state aids haye heen justified by resuits.
THE

FIOME MARKETS

.

A

SUMMARY

OF THE PROBLEMS

83.

The basic problem has been

this

has been due

the decline in admissions. In so far

as

to long term changes in leisure habits, there is very little
that can be done to reverse or even halt the trends. Much of the decline
has, however, been due specifically to the number of cinema films shown on

Television: the relationship of the
the subject of paragraphs

84.

A second issue

Cinema

Industry and Television

will

be

B8-106.

is the growth of monopolistic practices in most of our

markets, where the smaller exhibitors, distributors and producens haye found

it

difficuit to surviye: this is inportant for those who want
to see European films prosper in Europe and will be the subject of paragraphs
I

increasingly

07-t I 5.

-4885.

A

third issue is the dominance of

companies whose strenEth

American

filns

and Anerican

distribution

is threatening the independent industries of Europe:

this will be the subject of paragraphs l5l-173'
86. A fourth issue is the question of State Aids, which

have done much to

of film production in the Cormunity, but have not brought
prosperity, for they have not been directed to the key problem that films must
be sold as well as made. That problem will be further considered in paragraph.s

ensure the survival

r

76-l 78.

87.

Some

fact,

might say that there

howeyer, the numbers

of

is a fifth naior issue - over-production.

European

films

has already

fallen

and

In

will

fall, if that is what; the market conditions demand. lle do not
yet know what is the real demand and will not do so until certain rnonopolistic
continue to

practices have been modified and
established with

until

a more healthy relationship has been

Television. The need for filmed stories will

be enonnous in various media and

are excessive. 0f course

it

are not made deliberately and

it

would be a mistake

would be wiser not

to

to

continue to

assume

make anybad

that supplies

films, but these

in any case we cannot have the high mountains

without the foothills"
TELEY I.SlON

Anbival ence

88. The Cinema world has an amb'ivalent attitude towards Television.
unless they are associated with companies which have television

Exhibitors,

interests,

tend

to see Television as the Devil which has taken away their audiences by showing
films which should be seen only'in cinemas. Many distributors and producers
are also indignant about losing audiences when other people's films are
on Television, but want

shown

to sell Lheir own when the time comes. Strong views

have also been voiced by Unions representing

creative talent

- writers,

-l

-49directors, actors and others: they complain both about the artistic
which can be done
and about

old

to

cinema

films

when

harm

they are shown on the small screen

the loss of employnent for their

members when

Television

shows

films instead of cormissioning nevt prograrmes of their own. yet
creatively the two media belong to the same family (often quarelling like
cinema

close relatives) and conmercially Teleyision

for films, so it is desirable

is in pfactice
that

and surely possible

some

another market

constructiye

relationship should be established.

89.

lrle need

showed how

not repeat from paragraphs 2 and 3 the facts and argunents

its

the growth of Television, particularly

has been the main agent
who has been

screening

in the decline of the cinema.

driven out of business there

which

of old films,

For the exhibitor

is no redress, but let

us see what

is offered to distributors and producers who have lost
of their traditional audience in the cinema.
cOmpensation

so

much

Prices of Films

90.

statistics of sales to Television are spasmodic, generalised and often
confusing. Very often a 'package' of films is sold, some old and some quite
The

new, some foreign and some domestic, some good and some

sold for an overall price and then the Distributor

film,

to formulae of his

rnay

bad.

The package'is

a'llot a share to

each

making. (Recently in the USA
the claimants in a law suit argued that United Artists had sold 30 films for
$.16 million and then divided the money up in a lvay that unfairly and
perhaps according

own

itself and reduced
the amount which would go to the c'laimants' film 'l,lest side story'. The
unreasonably increased the amount which would go

validity in their

Arbitrator

saw enough

'West Side

Story' from

9365,000

arguments

to $.|,250,000.)

difficult to work out'Averages',

to

UA

to raise the allotment to
Such

factors

make

it

but neyertheless there ane sone normal rates

and some useful tables have been prepared.

91.

Our present aim

is to get an idea of the sort of rnoney which is paid for

-50a cinema film in Europe.
$12 m

for

Sorne

two showings crf a

modest payments prevalent

estimates given

in

film -

in

belong

-

such as an

offer of

to a different world.

The more

of the prices in

USA

Europe can be judged from

the three sets of

Tahle 26,
TABLE 26

Estimales oLALelgge Payments made_fy Teleyision Stations

in tlle EEC for

Cinema

Fl lms

estimate of average payments for American films
in the issue of 9 January 1980).
- B is a 'Variety' estimate of average payrnents for British films
[in the issue of l8 April 1979).

-

A

is a 'Variety'
(published

- C is an estimate made by.the 'ComitJOes Industries Cindmatographiques

de 1a Cormunautd Europ6enne' (which is composed of representatives of
the Associations of Producers, Distributors and Technical Services) in
June 1979 for domestic films.

30

France

50

Germany

$

150

5 to 6.2

Hol I and

Italy

14

to

30

U. K.

60

to

250,000

These estimates may
how

thousands

to 40

to

c

B

A

$ thousands

local currencies

40

200,000

FF

40

100,000

DM

10,000 Fl

2.5

12

3.8
No estimate

to

15

mill. lire

No estimate

not be accurate in detail, but they give an indication

little is norrnally paid.

92.

As

Opinion

far as France is
that

concerned the Competition Commission said

in its

"The Television Progranrning Companies enioy a dominant posit'ion

in the broadcasting of

cinematograph

films

and haye obstructed the

normal

functioningofthismarketbykeepingthepricespaidfortherighttobroadcast
cinematograph films at a level clearly incompatible with what is needed for
the amortising of these

films."

That

is a judgernent

which could be applied

in the rest of the Conrnunity.
93. Some revealing comparisons were made in the Submission presented to
also to the position

Commission

of the EEC 'in June 1979 by the

lf

the

'Comite des lndustries Cinematographiques

;

//

la Connunaute

de

-sl
Europ6enne'.

They take France as an example, but point

out that the situation they describe'is a genera'l phenomenon,in all
cOuntries of the Connunity. The average cost 0f producing a television

is 2 million fnancs, while the ayerage cost of acquiring a film for
transmission is 200,000 francs. For the lesser sum TV gets a bigger
dnama

audience.

attraction of a film is proved by the rate card for
advertising time: on a Sunday evening after 8.30 p.m. the cost of l5
The

advertising time

is

seconds

from 26,000 francs on 'A2'which does not show films,

but from 78'000 francs on'TF l'"which cloes"so three lots of 15 seconds pays
for a filtn. Though 96% of a film's audience may be on TV, perhaps gg.5%

of its

will on average come from the cinema. (These were the June
'1979
figures.) 0f course averages are dangerous, but such is the general
picture. The cinema supplies its executioner with cayiare and champagne
at

reyenue

bangain prices.

94. So far there seem to be two inescapable conc'tusions: a chaotic excess
of filns is shown in most countries and far too little is paid for the right
to show them. Both evils could be significantly lessened if the Television
stations paid

95.

Such

much more

a solution

for

will,

fewer films.

however, be

difficult to achieve.

the manket would obviously not permit any system of price
perhaps some minima could be

settled.

cfnema

film is

offered.

fixing, though

0n the other hand, a fixed limitation

on the numbers which can be shown would make

therefore reduce the prices

The nature of

it

nore of a buyers'market

Perhaps the answer

is that when a

television station should pay some levy into
fund for the financing of future cinema films.

96.

There

and

screened the

a

is a danger that an excessive proportion of non-EEC filrns will

shown on TV screens

in the Conmunity.

That.

position has already been

in l,l. Germany, as can be seen from Table No. 27.

be

reached

-52TA1LE 27

Germanyi Tranlmission

of

Long Filrns on

Analysis by Country

Televisjon

of 0rigin

of
Rest of
countries* EEC USA }{orld
36 115 3s
35
I Prograrm (ARD)
53 94 2s
43
l1 Prograrrrn [ZDF)
89 209 60
Total s 78
Oerman-speaking Rest

Begional

40

HR

I

NDR/RB/SFB

12

I^IDR

l3

S3

l3

221
215
1L

436

35 144 19
29 62 l0
17 93 5
4't Bs 16
49 39 t9

238
109
127
t s5
120

includes Austria, Swit:rerland and East Gennany.

Source: Filmstatisches
American

Totals

Programmes

BR

Note*

:

Taschenbuch 1979 Table 4.|.

films were 5221 of those shown on Programme

I

and 43.7% on Programme 2,

while on the Regional Prograrmes listed the percentages were 60.5, 56.5,73.2,
54.8 and

32.5.

Such

a dominat'ion not only hurts the

filmmakers today, but helps

German and European

to build up a future taste for foreign films in

the Cinema and on Telel'ision.

97. In France the position is
38.1%

of the total

and French

less serious, for

films

were

USA

46.8%.

films in

The

1978 were only

foreign percentage

might have been higher had not the French Government made it a condition

of licensing that a good proportion of films shown must be French, with
monetary penalties for defaults. In Britain there are quota understandings
(not a law or decree) t,hat about 86% of the filmed material shown must be
of British or

EEC

origtn, but there is no specific quota for

which are treated as part

of the 'filmed material'.

No

cinema

films

analysis has been

I

I
I
I

-53published

of the films

shown

many USA and how many from

The

all

- how many are British, how many EEC and

how

the Rest of the Worid.

television situation in ltaly is too chaotic for clear statistics, but
reports indicate that a very high proportion of the frood of
f.irms on

the cormencial screens c.mes from outside the conmunity.

98' So falit has been a story of the harm done by Television to the cinema,
its exhibitors, distributors and producers, but there is another side to the
coin' Television bodies have put a lot of money into film product.ion either
by setting up their ol.ln production companies or by investing
in projects
suhmitted to them. Their primary purpose may be to safeguard their
future
supply of films for television screening, but some haye also seen
fiim
production as a potentially profitmaking venture on

99' In Gernany during 1974-1978 Television
of

60

its

own.

participated in the co-production

films in which they invested a total of

44

million Dll.

As mentioned

previously (paragraph 51) very often the films were more suited to TV
than
to the Cinema, but on balance the inyestments haye been beneficial to the
Cinema

in that

rnany young

creators of talent were given their

first

opportunities

to make films.
100' In Britain the
several

BBC

has been cautiously inyolved

of the independent

in film production, while

companies haye been actrlve both

in the naking and

in the financing of films - most particularly the parent company of ACC. All
are stoutly resistant to proposals for making such production investments in
any way compulsory.

l0l' In France 3l of the 160 films made during l97B had a financial participation
from Television, but the size

of the inyestment is not published. Television
has not yet played an important part in French film production, but its activity
is likely to increase in 19g0.

-54102. In

Italy

some

of the most important of recent films have been made by

or with Television bodies, but (as mentioned in paragraphs 62-63) the creative
intnusion of Televiston has aroused strong indignation

among

filrmakers

and

led to proposals that Television should be compelled to inyest in film
production, without having any creatiye controls.
The need

for intervention

103. Experience has clearly shown that the relationship between the
and Television cannot be
power

Cinema

left to free market forces, for too rnuch competitive

is in the hands of the small groups which control Teleyision.

In

these circumstances the Governments cannot stand aside, as often they would

like to do, and say that
have created
They have

it is none of their business, for it is they who

or licensed the monopolies or olr'gopolies of Teleyision.

sufficient

powers

of licensing

and suryeillance and should use

therlr powers to enforce a reasonab'le relationship.
104. Nor should the Corrynission :;tand aside when issues

the Community are

involyed.

No attempt

will

EEC

such importance to

be made here

detailed course of action, but one general suggestion
Cormission should

of

witl

to

propose any

be made:

that

the

initiate a series of discussions with representatives of

distributors and producers

non-EEC companies,

with

EEC

who

are not subsidiaries or dependents of

Trade Unions whose npmbers are deeply concerned

with this problem, with the film departments of

Member

States and eyentually

with the Television Authorities., Such discussions should include the

in recent paragraphs - the excess number of cinema
filns on TV, the lowness of the prices paid, the proportions on non-EEC films
prohlems

briefly

shown and

There

discussed

the role of l'elevision finance in the production of cinena films.

is no need why identical :;olutions should be devised for all

Member

States, but under Community leadership progress could be made to arrangements
which

in the long run serve the interests of Teleyision
I

as

well as the Cinema.

I

i
I
1

-5iI

Cable Bnoadcasting.

.|05'

The general

position has been further worsened by Cable Broadcasting.
In addition to the legal problems (not directly releyant here) of rights,
authorisations and payments, there
and

.|{

illegal

is

an issue of what seems to be unfair

with cinemas. As filrns are not necessarily

competitrion

dtlstrtlbuted at the same time

or in the sane rray in different parts of the
Community, it is possible for a film which is being currently
exhibited in
German cinemas to have cornpleted its cinema career r'n Belgium
and to have
been sold to Television. Then a cable distributor operating
in parts of
Germany

into

near the Belgian

German homes,

tln the

frontier can pick

up the s'ignals and transmit

thereby destroying the commercial prospects of the film

local Gennan cinemas.

Some

aspects

of the problem are due to

considered by the European Court and the Decisions

frorn Cable Broadcasting

be

wil'l not be known until

after this Study has been comp'leted. In any event the threat to
tnansmissions by

them

cinemas

is clear enough and furthermore the advent of

satellite will create new and potentially greater dangers.

Other technological deyelopments

106. Cable Broadcasting, the use

of Satellites and other developments [such
as Pay TV and Cassettes) are all part of the technological revolution in
connunications- This is an international problem with a great deal of
the ownership and power vested in

non-EEC

countries

-

uSA and Japan

-

so

there is a clear case for the Commission to giye leadership. The speed
of change is so great - with many new opportunities as well as dangers -

that the

community needs

the vigirance and experience of a standing

Consultative Committee on the technology
and one

of the communication industries

of its tasks would be to watch over the distribution of films on

the various and sometimes conflicting industries.

-56THE HOME MARKETS

-

MONOPOLISTIC PRACTIC.ES

in paragraph 76 opened with a significant
,,In Belgium as in most of the Member States of the Conmunity the
sentence cinema market is dominated by a few oligopolies which control the best sectors
of Exhibition,,. This yerdict is a sign of the legitimate interest one
r'ndustry can take in its neighbor.rr's affairs, for monopolistic practices
107. The Belgian

Memorandum

quoted

affect not only the country

where they take place, but also other

States, whose trade can be damaged by

them.

rr

Member

Therefore the Cormunity

as

a whole should be concerned.

l0B. Such practices are often undesirable; may be against national laws;
and may also be contrary to the provisions of the Rome Treaty'

Article 85 (l) deals with different forms of collective action:
,,The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the Conmon Market;

all

agreements between rindertakings, decisions by associations

and concerted practices which may

affect trade

of

undertakings

between Member States and

their object or ef'fect the prevention' restriction or
distortion of competition within the Connon Market and in particular

which have as

which ..
The

those

."

Article then gives particular

with the

Common

example

of

act'ions which are incompatible

Market.

l0g. Also re]evant is Article 8€i, which deals with action by individual
undertakings:

of a dominant position within the
prohibited as incompatible ''
Conmon Market or in a substantial part of it shall be
with the Common Market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States
,,Any abuse by one

Such abuse may,
Some

particular

or

more underl;akings

in particular, consist in ..'"
examples are then 9iven.

-57Exh i

bi tors

of monopolistic

1'10. Many examples

is known as the 'barring

system'

abuses by

exhibitors arise out of

what

in Britain or the system of'priorites'

in France. It is reasonable that the most popular films
should first be shown in key sites, in big capacity cinemas and at higher
and 'exclusivitfs'

prices. It is aiso reasonable that a film should not be immediately available
for a rival

neighbouring cinema, which could advertise "Come next week to

that film in our

cinema

at

lower

prices".

However, the whole system

self-protect'ion has been overelaborated and abused,
exercised baming

'rights' for

see

of

Many cinemas have

for so long a time, that
other cinemas have been starved of current films and had to close. It has
even be found impossible to open a new cinema in a neighbouring town, for
this too could be starved of current films. In consequence potential audiences
are deprived of cinemas and many of the middle-to-lower budget films have
failed to get adequate releases. Among these fi]ms will be many from other
Member

States, whose trade

so wide an area and

is therefore affected.

The practices can be

prohibited under Article 86(b) which prohibits the limiting of markets to

the prejudice of

consumers.

lll.

Another abuse

85

(l)(c) prohibits

of a dominant position is the sharing out of the supply
of films, as, for instance is done by EMI and Rank in Great Britain. Article
'concerted practices' which 'share markets or sources of

supply'.
.|12.

At this stage, however,

it

may be

better to let each Member State deal

its own exhibitors, for the practices and problems yary from country to
country. If, howevern warnings such as have been given by the Minister in

with

France do not lead

to a genuine improvement, there could be a strong

case

for

the Conrnission to interyene.
Di

stri buti

on

113. Distributors can also be guiity of monopolistic

practices. 0ften they

-58exhibitors; they may argue, with
business aim

some

justification, that their

proper

is to maximise the revenue for a film and that it is

concentrate on the better cinemas, then withdraw the

film

best to

it fresh
even if that

and keep

for a reissue, again in the better cinemas. Unfortunately,
is best for some particu'lar films, the long terrn effect is to driye out the
small exhibitor, leaye many towns without a cinema and create a collusive

elite of big distributor:s
Such operations tend

and

big exhibitors.

to benefit

American

films

and hann

films from other

EEC

countries. This denial of supplies is prohibited under Article 85 (1)(b)
or 86 (b) (depending on whether the denial is done collectively or by a single
company).

.|14.

In addition distributors may, if they haye the cormercial strength,

force exhibitors into'B'lind Booking' (whereby the exhibitor has to

films he has not seen) and'Block booking'
a

programme

of films,

(whereby the

inr:ludr'ng some he may not want,

book

exhibitor has to

book

in order to get those

want). Both practices mean that screentime is preempted for
certain films and is not competitively available for other films. This is

which he does

a clear breach of Article 86 (a) which prohibits the imposing of "unfair
trading conditions".
115. The funerican Majors have without doubt used

their

dominant

seyeral of the Member States to create conditions fayourable

position in

for their films

at the expense of domestic and other EEC films. This is a matter to

which

the Conmunity should give early attention.
EXPORTS

Stati sti cs

ll6.

Revenues from

the

Home

Markets and Televislon arre clearly inadequate for

the film industries of the Community, so their future prosperity, even in
cases

their survival,

depends on

mosll

sales to foreign markets. Unfortunately,

as the Malecot Report sa.ys, statistics on the export
I

l
1

i

of films are extremely

I
j
!

-59imprecise' especially regarding the

actually received and sales to

television. Moreoyer, it is very diff.icult to make comparisons

foreign

partly

money

because

of fluctuations in

country keeps and presents
Some improvements may

du CinJrna"

exchange

rates and parily because each

its statistics in its own way for its

be secured when the newly formed',Bureau

is able to openate, but in the meanwhile

figures as are available and be cautious about

will

We

discuss each country

and then as an

exporter.

in turn, first

Europ'een

we must work

with

such

them.

as a market

This will lead to

own purposes.

some

for other EEC films

general conclusions.

GREAT BRITAIN

Great

Britain

I17' British
so

and EEC films

audiences are used

far given a cold welcome to

Table 4 above

to films

made

in the English

language and have

or sub-titled films. It was seen from
that the number of EEC films imported fell from ll7 in 1969 to
dubbed

in'1979: and it can be added that half of recent imports are sex films
which give little idea of the achievements of contemporary filmmakers on the
59

Conti nent

l18.

Some

idea

of the revenues earned in the British

market by othen

tEC

countries can be obtained from Table No. Zg.
TABLE 28

Great

Britain:

Expenditure

in respect of film c
in respect of performances in cinemas and on TV
0verseas transaclions

Total
1974

18.9

1975

18.6

1976

21.2

1977

22.8

I 978

3t.t

Source:

t million
EEC USA
5.2 12.5
5.0 12.7
7.6 12.3
5.9 16.4
6.9 23.5

Annual Tables published by the Department

of

Rest

of the World
1.2

0.9
1.3

0.5
4.7
Trade.

-60In addition to these payments by film

companies money has

also been spent

by

the Independent Teleyision Contractors on EEC material, including
films as well as programmes made {'or TV. These payments totalled l4.B million
the

in

BBC

and

1977 and 14.5

ll9.

million in

1978.

Clearly the sums remitted

for

EEC

films

have remained

at a modest level

(in spite of a recent increase). 0n the other hand the sums remitted to USA
have nearly doubled. [Moreover, these figures are for remittances only and
do not include rentals retained in Britain for production finance.)
120. It would be rash to prophesy any substantial increase in earnings for
EEC

films, ds British

aurJiences are accustomed

to

A,merican

films in

the

is so geared to the
majors that little room is left for what is new

English language. Moreoyer, the exhibition system
domination

or

of the American

different.

Neverthe'tess, the strong

interest

felt

by many young people

in films of quality justifies a measure of optimism provided some concerted
steps are taken to build up exhibition facilities for EEC films'
Great

Britain:

Exports

of the American Maiors makes it difficu'lt to
discover any exact figures for British exports and the position is further

l2l.

The heavy involyement

complicated by

British

financed or made.

companies

Some

idea

Exports rose considerab'ly

exporting 'stateless' films they

of trends

have

may, however, be got from Table No.29'

in the 1970's and the figures for

1978 looked

Very encouraging, but interpretations can only be guesses as the names of

It is probable that the'increases

the successful films are not pubrlished.
have been due
been

to a limited

non-British films

numberr

made

of films

and

that several of these

have

or I'inanced by British companies. Insofar as

this is the case the improvemenifs in foreign earnings does not necessarily
indicate any present or future neyiyal of British films. However, it is
certainly valuable for British films that British
foreign sales organisations
follow elsewhere

-

sruch as AFD

in

companies are building

America

with perhaps others to

- for they already distrfbute some British films now and
rded progrfmme
I

of British fi1ms which EMI and

-61
ACC may

undertake

in

the future.
TABLE 29

Great Britain:
Receipts

Oyerseas transactions

in respect of pelfgrrnances in
Recei pts in f million from

North America

Rest

@

of film

c0

cinemas or on teleyision

of the World

Total

966

3.2

8.3

11.s

1967

5.4

6.8

1?.0

I 968

2.8

5.9

8.7

I 969

3.?

6.4

9.6

970

2.5

6.7

9.2

I 971

4.0

7.2

11.2

197?

?.2

7.9

10.1

1

1

Rest of
tEe ffil-d

EEC

973

6.6

5.0

2.1

13.7

1974

5.3

6.4

3.4

t

975

4.2

7.8

10.6

22.6

1976

5.7

il.4

7.1

24.2

1977

3.J

14.6

7.5

27

3.0

17.9

7.4

38. 3

1

1

1

978

Source:

t

'Trade & Industry' (previ

ous

nies:

5.l

.4

ly 'The Board of Trade Journal ' ).

FRANCT

122. In the French market films from other

in Table ll

EEC

countries haye lost ground,

as

for they had 21% of the audiences in 1969 and on'ly
14% in 1978. It is not known what this represents in money, but a calculation
can be made. In l97B the amount of the Box 0ffice going to Distributors 1,ras
893'704 million francs: as EEC films got about 14% of the audiences, they may
was shown

above,

-62have got about 14% of the

distributors' share

- that is,

about 125 million

for the bigger American films would have
paying the higher prices in the better cinemas-

francs or probably somewhat less,
had nore

at

Eyen

of the

some

audiences

lower figure France-is a better market

Britain, but this

125

exporters

in other

France as

a! exPorter

million [or

EEC

countries

Statistics Published

123.

bY

120

will

for other EEc films

million) francs is
need

to

than

something which

improve'

the C.N.C. have been used to compile Table

No. 30.

TABLE 30

France:

rantinq of riqhts of exploitation

Reyenues earned

in foreign teritories
NSTE: The C.N.C. says that for reasons such as the jmpgttjbility of evaluating
the reyenues Larned by percentage deals 20% should be added to the
figures given in this table.
of

long Jilms

1972 1973 1974 1975

1976

(in millions of francs)

1977

1978

Countries where the
revenue is earned
EEC

countries

North America

of

Rest

l,{orld

Glohal Contracts
Total

s

24.9
5.6
16.9
6.4

2l .4

29.2

28.4 27 .4
17.8 33.0
37.2 37.1
10.1 24.2

53.8

95.7

93.5

1.J.2

3t.9

121.7

49.4

23.9
12.7
36. 0

27.3

19.0

s.2

128.1

91.6

84.6

32. s

l8.e

(as percentages
EEC

countries

North America
Rest

of tlorld

Global Contracts

Source:

lZ4.

CNC

,16.2 22.4 30.4
10.5 13.8 l9.l
3i3.3 39.8
3l .4
12.0 30. 5 I 0. 7

'L'Activite

The Table shows

?2.s
?7 .1
30.5
19. 8

32.8
9. 5
37 .1

)

25.4
14.7
38.6
21

.4

26.1 38. B
13.9 ll.2
39.3 43.9
?0.7 6. I

cinematographique francaise en l97B'

that

French exports as a wlrole
,\

\

fell

again

in 1978' but

-63-

{
I

interpret. Re{enue from the EEC has shown a
general improvement, though it is still much'lower than it should be.
the figures are not easy to

Revenues from USA had

purchases

of

figure.

One

French

a sudden rise in 1975, possibly due to

films, but is

now back

to a ridiculously

sorne Tax Shelter

inadequate

of the small revenues from USA and other foreign
territories is that owing to heavy investments in French production,
explanation

particularly during the period 1970-75, a considerable proportion of the
receipts from the world distribution of French films goes to American
compan

ies.

125. At the end

of .|979'Variety'reported that

Amenican market, wh€re

"good news came from the

'La Cage Aux Folles' and 'Robert et Robert,were both

business. In fact, 'Cage Aux Folles'may g0 on to become the
all-time top foreign film grosser in the American market..' This film,
doing good

however,

is

revenues

will not necessarrlly

an United

Artists French-Italian co-production film

return to France and italy for the

of future French and ltalian productions.
for optimisn

based

on

and the
pnomotion

Nevertheless there are grounds

Gaumont's expanding activity in foreign markets.

GERMANY

The German market and EEC filrns

126. The weakness of Gennany as

a

market

for films

can be gauged from the following Table [which

from other

EEC

countries

is an extract from Table l7):

TABLT 3I
Germany and

films from other

EEC

Countries

Total film rentals Share going to films from other EtC Countries
DM m'il I

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
I 978

Notes:

ion

210.1
219.7
230.8
207.8
220.3
248.1

DM

million
60.5

28. B
29.4

64. 5

8l .6

35.3
3l .9
40.?

66.3
BB" 5
54. 9

'Rentals' are film Rentals less rental

22.1
s

for

Newsreels.

-64Source: Deriyed from 'Filmstatisches Taschenbuch 1979'.

results have been fluctuating, with 1977 the best and

As the

of these years, no clear trend is; discernible
can be greatly dependent on one

to

and the

1978 the worst

figures for any year

or two box-office wtnners.

The

only firm

is that the total of the rentals earned by other EEC
films is far too low considering the potential of the market.
corment

be nade

Gerrnany: Exports

still disappointing. In 1978
785 export deals were made in 54 countries - 395 for theatrical rights only,
127. The volume

for

369

A

TV

total of

of

German

film exports is

rights only, IB for both and 3 for both plus audiovisual rights.
DM

9,777,926 was obta'ined, but as 102

minimum guarantees

of the deals involved

against a percentage and 43 were for percentages only,

there could be rnore money to comer. Even, however, if we add (say)

optimistic

20% and rnake

the total about

Dt't

11.7, this would still

an

be

poor.

The comparable French

the

increment, dbout 104 million FF, over three times greater than the

20%

Gerrnan

figure would be 86.6 million

FF

or, with

figure.

128. There

is interest in analysi,ng the sources of these reyenues:TABLE 32

ts (Outrii ht Sales and Minimum Guarantees :

German Revenues from Film

in

Area

Rest

of

EEC

USA

DM

mill'ions

28.6

I ,3Bl ,01I

l4.l

of World

5

Total

s

9,777 ,g\ei
suppl

of Total

2,79tr ,64t1

Rest

Source: Figures

%

,605 ,26/

I978

57

.3

100.0

ied by the Spitzenorganisation Der Filmwi rtschaft ISPI0).

-65129. The revenue from the Rest

of the EEC was very small, but even so it
was over double the revenue from the USA. In the Rest of the World the
two most important markets were Austria and switzerldrd, each

of

which

yielded more than a million DM., not a large sum, but neariy as'large
the yield

of the USA and twice the yield

from Great

Britain.

as

Both Austria

and Switzerland have Gennan speaking audiences and these comparative

ftgures

show

l anguage

that

German

films

have not

yet

succeeded

the

bamier.

130. During

.|979

a determined export carnpaign was waged, par.ticularly in

the USA' and considerable optimism was generated but
great

how

in breaking

will

we must

be the breakthrough and whether other films

wait to

will

follow up any success achieved. 'variety' on 9 January l9B0
euphoric head'line "German Pix

but the facts are

mone

appreciative audiences

finally

see

be able to

had an

score breakthrough in American market",

disappointing. Certainly the filnrs have found
in art houses, but conmercially the most that the

Variety article could hold out was the expectation that ,Maria Braun,
would

in the first half of

up.

With a few exceptions most German

first

film to gross $l million
at the American box office. And how much of that will flow back to Germany
to fertilise a nelv crop of German films?
l3l. Nor is it likeiy yet that any breakthrough can be effectively followed

not allow

l9B0 become the

German

films are made on budgets which do

to be spent on production values; their appeal to
is likely to be limited, so dubbing cannot be afforded.

enough money

foreign audiences

is spent on the production of fi'lms, they will not succeed
in foreign mankets, but, until more revenue is earned from foreign as well
as domestic sales, there will not be the money for increased investments.
Until

more money

Such seems at present

to be the vicious circle.

ITALY

The
111

Italian market and EEC films
T^ T-L]^

DA :r

-66films from Other EEC countries
year

at 11.4%. It

has ranged around l0%

must be remembered

with

1978 being

that Co-production films,

the best

even

if Italy

is the minority partner, count as; Italian in the Italian market, so the benefit
to other EEC Countries is understated - for example, 'La Cage Aux Folles'
would be counted as Italian in ltaly. Even so the share of ll.4 is a miserable
.1978
comparable figure in Germany was 22% and in France it was
one - the
probably

l4%.

This

is yet another country where trade within the EEC needs

improvement.

Italy:

ExPorts

.|33.

Statistics of exports are not available' for none have been published
for nearly l0 years. ,tn 1970 (the last year covered) the revenue coming
back to Italy for exports was 20 milliard lire compared wjth 30 milliards in
.|967

-

perhaps a dec'line had already

134. In the absence of

way.

set in.

ltalian statistics

The CNC has publ ished

some

indications can be got another

a Table showing the percentages of

French

films of di{'ferent national origins: the Italian share
fell from 12.03% in 1970 to 4.86% in 1975, but then rose to 8.57% in 1978.
135. Similarly, SPIO has published a Table showing how rentals in Germany

audiences gained by

had shared between

films of different national

origins.

Here

the Italian

in i9.t8 they got 15.2 mill'ionDM compared with
.t973
(though the oyerall total of rentals had increased)
36.9 million in
'|7.6% in 1973.
and this represented 6"1% in l97B compared with their

record has been unhappy:

136. In other markets

but there

it is difficult to draw conclusions

is a general impression that Italian films

without figures,

are not the force they

to be. In the most important market of all, the USA' it is of some
interest that'Variety' List of'Top Box 0ffice t{inners had in its first
hundred three ltalian (or Italian co-production) films in 1975, three again

used

in 1976, two in 1977, none in l97B and one in 1979 ('La Cage Aux Folles'
which is a Franco-Italian Co-Production generally considered to be French)-

t
\

\
i
I,
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^

curnent'ly some good nesults are being secured in usA
with reissued as well
as new films and perhaps the negotiations referred to in paragraph

will

lead to more sales of ltalian films, but certainly the recent
record
has not been good.

HOLLAND, BELGIUM AND
t

t-

As markets

DENMARK

fof other EEC films

' in l-lolland and in Denmark foreign films are shown in their 3riginal

137

versions with sub-titles, as the markets are too small to

justify the expense

of dubbing. In Denmark this has enabred Danish films to enjoy
a rarge
share of the market, and, as American firms did weil
in r97g (45%), there
was

little left for EEC firms (r7.7%).

Holland has been good, but
so high and

in

their

l97B other tEc

Anerican fi'lms got

share

The success

of

Dutch

films in

of the rnarket has not been nearly

films got

35.78%

of the rnarket, even though

49.5%. In Belgium the situation is different, for

the Flemish cinemas

while

Originat Vers'ions, the French cinemas can haye not
only Fnench films but also films dubbed'into French for showing
in France.
show

Statistics are not available, but one knows that there are few Belgian
films
and that French as well as American films are doing well.
As Exporte.rs

138. None

of

these countnies expect large export sales, but each has

recognition with

some

films in Festivals

and

specialist cinemas.

won

One Belgian

co-production with France (,prJparez vous mouchoirs') won the Oscar
for the
Best Foreign Film of the year in l97g.
One

point of interest

is that while

Belgium has an active organisation to

pnomote exponts

(unibelfilm) and Holland has the Export Department of the
Biosoopbond, Denmark has recently reached an agreement
whereby Danish films
are sold in foneign territories through the swedish Firm Institute.
.|39'

The much greater space devoted

in this

countries must not obscure the importance

Study

to the four ma.in film

of the smaller countries or the

interests

-68they have in common wit;h the others.

manketn they can

is considerable

developing the
Export

of

EEC

and deseryes

full

its cultural importance

support'in any plans for

film industries o1'the Conmunity.

films

- a Summary

140. This rapid reyiew
about the

is a small

contribute to the development of trade within the Cormunity

and though each has a small production industry

domestically

Though each

of the export of

relatiye lack of

success so

Inside the Community each country

EEC

far

filns

can leaye us

in

no doubt

achieved.

is a disappointing

market

for films

from

is dominated by the combined total of domestic films
and USA films, which between them in 1978 took over 57% in Ho'lland, oyer
67% in Germany, over 75i{, inDenmark, over 7B% in France, over 83% in Italy
the others, as each

and oyer 90%

in Great Britain. In the

most important supplier

is

EEC

as a whole,

far

and away the

USA.

l4l. Little comfort can be got fnom markets outside the EEC and the USA.
Great cinemagoing countries such as the USSR, China and India are not being

far the earnings from sales to then have been minimal
but here are potential narkets waiting for development. In the rest of
discussed, as so

the world sometimes a corunon'language opens doors

is

an example

the

now

-

between domestic and funerican

come

It

USA

German

films

but otherwise a review of the major markets would reveal

familiar story l;hat first

142. The

- Austria for

market

and second places are nonnally shared

films.

is dominated by American films, though success has also

to British films (mostly to those financed by the

has been estimated

that films from the rest of

American Majors).

Europe

get about

the Anerican market. During 1979 seyeral European films

seemed

1%

to

of

be

heralding a possible breakthrough and Variety reported that "Foreign films

did better in the US than they have in recent memory. 'La Cage aux Folles',
'The Innocent', 'Get Out Your Handkerchiefs' and 'The Marriage

of Maria Braun'

I
,)

I
i

-69all did very strong business.

The trend was

certainly encouraging to foreign

of the US market in recent years." There is
perhaps a touch of condescension in that sumnary as in practice 'La Cage aux
producers who have despaired

film (apart from British films) to get into the
Variety list of the top 124 Box Office l,linners. The future outlook may be
a little brighter, but there is a long way to go, for the earnings so far
secured have been minute in relation to the potential of the market.
Folles'was the only

European

Sub-tl-tl i ng and lubbi

ng

143. For the future much depends on the attitudes taken towards the alternatives

of

Dubbing

or Sub-titling.

in the original

The

language version

film

and

its

actors can best be appreciated

with sub-titles

and many regard dubbing as

a form of sacri'lege, but the connrercial facts must be faced wants foreign revenue on any substantial scale the

film

if

an exporter

must normally

dubbed (and

this renains true in spite of the great

success

Folles').

0n the other hand, the Original Version

film

of'La

be

Cage Aux

has special cultural

values and can also be a commercial pathbreaker opening up new markets.

of presentations should be encouraged, for sometimes it will be
better to sub-title, sometimes to dub and sometimes to haye two versions
Both forms

ci rcul ating

144.

Some

.

suggesLions

will

be made

about action which might be taken

at a'later stage (paragraphs

to develop the exports of

EEC

2AS-225)

films.

THE CHALLENGE AND SOME ANSI,IERS

Does

.|45.

it

natter?

difficulties which the
national film is facing in every Member State, but does this neally matter
enough to justify intervention by the Governments or by the Conununity itself?
The

Enough has been

film industries

said to

show how grave

are the

have some economic importance,

for they give employment,

earn foneign currency by sales abroad and saye foreign currency by reducing

-70the need for

exports- Also the film

can be a salesman and tourism promoter:

as the Malecot Report said, "The spread
1945

- and in consequence

the

saXe

of the American

of blue jeans -

way

of life

owes more

since

to the cinerna

of the G.I.'s: in the same way the French cinema is a
tool for the promotion of the trade mark ,France, ...,,
146. It is impossible to quantiflr the adyertising yalue of the industry,
than to victories

but

some

figures can be given for

Britain the

its

general economic importance. In

of Trade reported an overall net overseas income in
1978 of f20 miltion for film companies and fl4 miltion for Teleyision
Department

companies. This peak figure of l34m

is encouraging [the figure for 1974

!.|.7m), but taken in the context of the national incone as a whole,
such figures suggest that in purely economic terrns the film industry is

was

of marginal importance. There nust be sone other reason to explain and
iustify the interest and anxiety which the film industry has aroused at the
top level in every country.
The

Cultural Irnportance of the

147. The reason

for this

Cinema

deep concern

is that the film is not an ordinary

industrial product' but is [with Television) the

new

cultural medium of

the Twentieth Century. These are the popular arts of our times, particularly

for

young

people.

"The cinema" said the Malecot Report,

,,is the exp*ssion

of a national identity wherein a country recognises itself and is recognised,,
and it adds that "The disappearance of the cinema, though economically
tolerable,

is a cul tural

assassinat.ion

Such considerations woulrl

..

.',

-

not be fed into the computers of a multinational

cong'lomerate whose empinl happens

to include a major film

company.

l48. Cu'ltural considerat.ions haye, however, won the close attention of

the

of the Community,, As Conmissioner G. Brunner said in his Working
Paper on "Comunity Action in the Cultural Field" - ,,l,lhat is important
is to
leaders

nealise the significance of the culturiLl
l
I

phenomenon and

to recognise that

I

I

-

-71

I
,t

the peoples of the Conrnunity are concerned widh more than the protluction

of material goods. This is panticularly true in the

consumption

and

present

period of change, however much attention economic and social problems

stil'l

demand." The development of the Conmunity beyond the conrnercial aims of
the Treaty has been strongly influenced by several Sumrnit Conferences of
the Heads of States or qoyernments. They have consistently

that one of the nost valuable features of the heritage of

diversity of

ernphasised

Europe

is

the

its national cultures, which nust be cherished and preseryed.

149. tn this sense a national culture (as Conmissioner Brunner says) "is

not restricted to the so-called
occupational classes and
cinema

that

all

elite,

but embraces all social

and

groups." This rneans in the world of the

age

we are concerned not merely

with works of genius, but also with

ordinary entertainment films which haye no claims to be masterpieces, but
which express a sense

of national identity.

always, but nearly always) by the nationals

life of the Cormunity, it

films are created (not

of the country, and, although

the princip'le of the free mobility of labour
the economic

Such

is an essential element in

shou'ld not be interpreted and appfied

in such a way that the national industries

which make these national films

are allowed to disintegrate.
150.

It is for such reasons that the decline of European films - that is the

filns of the nations of Europe governments

of the Member States

must be a matter
and

are abandoned to the blind forces

will

be risking a

Thg strength

of

make

profits

importance

for

for the Community itself. If

the
they

of international compet'itionn the Community

cultural suicide.

American_

151. l,le must, therefore,

to

of

and

fjlms

try to discoyer

repatriate

them

to

why companies whose motiyation is

USA

haye become

far

and away the

in European cinema. 0f course the immediate source of
their strength lies in the films which have been popular in Europe and
stnongest power

-72throughout the world

-

but why have they been preeminent in making such films?

just by force of numbers. In 1979 overall production
in uSA was estimated by 'Variety' at 248 films, an increase of 22% over 1978'
and only 99 of these came from the Majors, their highest figure since 1973.
lS3. Nor does their strength tie in any monopoly of creative talent, for

152. They have not won

Europe,s ovm achievenents haye been unsurpassed and
USA

has imported so many of the directors and

establish

it is from Europe that

artists

who have helped to

its supremacY.

of technical skills' for films such as '2001
"
'AIien', 'superrnan' and 'Moonraker' haVe been made in EurOpe. In special
effects, art directionr ,cdm€r"a work and all technical skills Europe can at
154. Nor can

it

be a question

least equal USA.
155. Europe has the ingredients, but has not nade proper use

is not due to a lack of

entrepeneurial driye,

for a Dino de Laurentiis

make ,King Kong'and Barry Spikings 'Deerhunter',

in

USA

to do so. There, as people say, is

of thern.

This
can

but both have set up office

where the action

is.

Financial Strength

film industry is based on its financial
strength, which enables them eyerr to suryive periods of bad management. They
were pioneers in the film business and established an early leadership which
they have maintained in the face of all challengers. Success now breeds
156. The success of the funerican

for the box office winnerrs of today are providing
the finance for producing the winners of tomomow.
success,

and attracting

The US Homp Market

in the world.
greater than the combined box office of all EEC

lS7. They start with the adyantage of the richest

home

market

Its box office is considerably
countries. In addition the prices paid for old films by American TV dwarf
the prices paid in EuroPe.

'158'

-73The American market

publishes each year a

the Anerican-canadian

is dominated by American firms.

The weekry ,vaniety,

list of the films which hacj been npst successful
in
market.

(The

lists

are based on information supplied
but are accepted as giving a very

Distributors: they are not infallible
good picture of the market
results.) An analysis of these lists shows that
in the five years 1975-1979 an avenage
of gs% of the first hundred films
of each year were American.
by

159' These 'variety' rists were not
only dominated by Anerican firms, but
alrnost rnonopolised by Arnerican
distrrlbutors. in the four years I975_ZB
the first hundred filttts were all distributed
by genu.ine Amerfcan companies,
none of which were subsidiaries
of a forel.gn cornpany. (In 1979 there was
one exception - the "Muppet
Moyie,, distributed
by AFD, which had been

estahlished by

ACC

and El,fI

about the domr'nance

of Britain.)

There

of local distributors,

is of course nothing strange

unless we renember the contrasting

position in the countries of the
conuuunity where
a strong second place or eyen first place

Amenican companies take

throughout.

160. Anong the American companies
'the Majors,- Buena
cornpany), columbia, paranount,
Twentieth century

Universal, warners and
have an outstanding

average 75% of the
.|61

vista (the
'isney

tox, united Artists,

IrfGM

(whose

fitms recentry

have been handred by uA)

_

position. In the five years 1g75-rg7g they had
on

first

in the variety Lists and 97i," of the first 25.
' In financial terms the leadership of the MaJors can be judged from Table 33.
100

TABLE,33

_

pencentaqe

US_Canadian Market

sgilg to
companres
for films eainiig rentalsine-lfijir
of gl mrlllion or more
Year
al

n

Source:

1970

1e71

1972

1974

84.9

77 "9

88.4

85.?

1975 1976 1977
89. 3
85 .2
89. 6

1s78

93.9

Table prepared by T.l.l. Guback on
the basis of the ,Variety, lists.
The Tabre |{as pubrished in
'l.lho Owns the r,tedia?, edited by Ben compaine.

-74is even stronger in A,merica's export trade'
For generations they have
where 40-50% of their cinema revenue is earned.
of sales
been building up, sometimes with ruthless tactics' a network
162. The Maiors, leadership

branches throughout the

rest of

t;he Americas, Europe,

Australasia,

of

much

AfricaandAsia.Noothercompanyiseyenanearrival.Theireffectiveness
paragraphs
in the countries of the comrnunity has already been seen in previous
It is
and similar stories could be told from other parts of the world'
sales
not surprising that of all the American reyenue from foreign film
90%

goes

to the Maiors.

and
163. In addition American companies have revenues from financing
distr.ibuting films which become rnational films of the country concerned,

of
able to enjoy various subsidies and tax benefits' In the first fifty
(that is'
the fiye'variety' list:; of Box 0ffice tlinners for 1975-1979
250

films in

these were

all), 26 were national films of foreign countries.

24 of

British, all of which were distributed in the usA by American

companies.InBritain5lofthe24weredistributedbyBritishcompanies'
but the remaining 19 wene distributed by American companies, 17 having
non-Maior American
financed by an American Maior and I by an important

company.

been

It is clear that the American l'laiors are even stronger than

would be appreciated through a consideration

of

funerican

films alone'

of films tnside and outside the USA
in the production
has made the Maiors rich. They are able to invest heavily
or purchase of films, foreign a:; well as American' Some may lose' but one

164. The money generated by the sales

outstanding success

will carrythe

ane becoming higher and higher

losers and

in the

mood

make

a fortune, so the stakes

of a goldrush' 'variety'

had

article in their issue of 20 August 1979 headed 'us Budgets
sight''
into Megabuck era,and sub-headred 'Inflation running costs out of
seen in the industry
The article began,,In an ominous trend which was last

an interesting

1979 releases
exactly ten years ago overall budgetS have soared with eight
pictures
carrying pr.ice tags of $15 million crl more and at least a dozen

-75due on screens next year expected

to cost upwands of that amount.

"

165. Such huge budgets may seem lunatic, but they are explained by the
earnings

of the most successful films of recent years.

According

to a

in Variety of 9 January'1980 there are 8 fi'lms which have
been released since l97B and haye already receiyed over $50 million in the
Table published

US/Canada market

thts

alone

-

does not seen such

there

will

be

and 'Star [,lars' has received $175 million.

a large

amount

further re-issues in

of money, it

USA, sales

must be remembered that

to Teleyision, a vast sum

from foreign revenues and income also from music and various
The successful ganblers become yery

rich

I

'tie-ups').

and other companies are

into planning even bigger films which will reap
al

(If

stirred

eyen bigger harvests,

if

goes we'l'l .

166. The arithmetic

of

these major yentures was descnibed

in a'Variety'

article (issue of 12 December 1979). For 'Star '[rek', 'it said "Reliable
sources indicate a negative cost of around $42 million. That does not
inc]ude, of course, the ten to twelve million dollars for worldwide ad-pub
(advertising and publicity) expenditures, the $1000 per print for 850 or

so

prints, the 30% distribution charge and additional studio overheads etc.
Thus'Star

at least

Trek'will

$100,000,000

need

to

to

come

come up

with a domestic box office gross of

into the black in this country'

although

foreign and ancillary markets look to be tremendous." A 1ater article

in 'Variety'

revised the figures, raising the $100 mil'lion up to $125 million.

of the Majors in the last few years has been
based on a relatively small number of films, as can be seen fnom Table 34
which is derived from the 'Variety' Lists of Box 0ffice t{inners in the
167. The dramatic success

US-Canada market.

-76TABLE 34

of earnings of the Box-0flice tlinners in the US-Canada Market l9Z7-1979Number of films earning
1977 1978 1979
Range

over

$l million (including

over $5 mi I I ion

those below)

tt

on
oYer $30 mi I I ion
over $40 million
oyer $15

.:t

mi I I i

rr

ll8

ll3

125

52

54

68

l6

17

2A

6

8

8

4
L

6

4

r'
rl

In'1979 the top winner got $81 million (the winners

million

and $127

in

t97B and 1977 got

$83

nillion respectively): the top twenty earned more than half

of all the film rentals generated:

at the other end there wene as usual
hundreds which did not earn as much as $l million and never got into the Table
at all. The pyramid of prosperity is a steep one.
168. The 'megabuck' strategy
Maiors

and

of trigh costs and high nentals has led the

into blitzkrieg tactics: the top films of the year break

and others

follow.

At

home and abroad

their organisations are

through

geared to

fight for early and long lasting exhibition of their best filns in the best
cinemas, so that interest payments can be reduced to a minimum and a healthy
established. 'Films financed at great cost must be protected,
said Barbara Scott [a lawyer and Yice-President of the lvbtion Picture Association
of Amertca) in a debate with the President of the Nationat Association of
cash flow can be

Theatre Owners [reported

in 'Varlety' 12 September 1979).

Big inyestrrcnts,

she argued, need advance planning and modern marketing procedures, including

in

of'blind bidding'whereby an exhibitor bids for a film
he has not seen. It is easy to appreciate the possible advantages to both
USA

the practice

the distributor, who can 6qp" hi:; promotion plans and expect to get his

cash

flow in a healthy state, and to the exhibitor, who can book a probable winner
and plan his future programming. It is all, said Mr. Jack-valenti, president

of the MPAA, a matter of

"advance reservaf,ion" (interview
l

i
)

]

in Le Film Francais

-77 31 August 1979)

.|69.

the

I

This sounds reasonable enough but

it

does not explain the yirulence of

against blind bidding waged by the Anerican Exhibitors, one of
whose spokesnen said that the issue is "tantamount to war,'. Nor does
it
campa'ign

explain why by the end of 1979 the Exhrlbitors had a'lready succeeded in
persuad'ing sixteen States to ban blind bidding
[which meant the end of the
practice in about 30% of the market) and also had expectations that

another

sixteen States would follow suit.
170. Perhaps the truth
occasions be helpful

lies

somewhere

to both parties

in the middle: blind bidding can on

if - and only if - the business is done

under free conditions between genuinely

willing parties, but in practice

distributons have very often used their great strength to enforce a b'l ind
bidding which exhibitors do not want. In [urope the particular American
system

of

competitrlve bidding [including blind bidding) does not openate,

of 'blind booking' does: exhibitors sometime want to,
sometimes have to, book films which they have not seen and which may not
hut the practice

in fact have been completed. The exhibitor

may suspect

that these films

will

not be good in his market, but he needs to retain the goodwill of the
d i stri butor.
top films are so much wanted that the t'lajors can openly or tacitly
enforce the practice of 'block booking', which in effect means that the Major
171.

Some

will let

an exhibitor have the big winners

companions

if

some

less successful stable

are also booked. The deal may never be put into precise words,

but strong hints

in some particular case or a general relationship
may be built up whereby'it comes to be understood that a Major will have a
certain number of weeks in the year virtually reserved for his films.
may be dropped

172. These practices help to gear the markets
nequirements

of the t'lajors.

concentrated on central

More and more

sites in the cities

of the Conmunity to suit

the

the exhib'ition business is

with a policy of
a limited number of high-priced cinemas. for this is considcnort rn ha.Fho *rr,
and bigger towns

-78to get as much revenue as fast as possible for the costly films supplied
the

llajors.

films of

The market as a whole

medium budgets which

find

is

thereby made far npre

much

difficult for

of the screentime preempted by the

l'lajors and many cinemas closed altogether, because they do not

the present patterns of

distribution.

by

Such cinemas

fit

in with

could, however,

have

a yaluable role to play in a situation less dominated by the big distributors
acting with the big

exhibitors.

"The lilajors are able

to

impose

As

their

l,l. Bonnell said in his 'Le
laws on foreign

Cinema

markets".

Exploit!',

The results

are undesirable and the methods used are contrary to the Treaty of

Rome

Articles 85 and BC
173. Sometimes

it

may seen

that the inyading host of films has settled in

very comfortably and so charmed the local population that any Resistance
Moyenent

is pointless.

European as

courage
sorne

The Anericans know how

well as Anerican

audiences

enjoy;

to

make and

sell filns

which

theV haye the money and the

to run all the risks: they eyen haye money to spare for financing

of our films as well as theirs.

it

nould be nore sensible to

actiyity, while we
seryice any films they want to make here and rely on their prrcduct for our

accept

that film production should

Perhaps

be mainly an American

film entertainment.
l,le have, however, already discussed

paragraphs 147-149); here

for

any

policy

of

the cultural importance of films (in

is a problem which the Connunity

cannot ignore,

'no action' means that we accept the prospect of non-European

filns dominating the screens of Europe, first in the cinema and then on
Teleyision. No one would tolerate such a solution in the case of bookpublishing or journalism and, if the issues are properly faced, it is equally
intolerable in the case of films. The question is not whether something should
be done, but what should be done.

I

!

I

I

-79A positive policy

l

I

needed

174' There should be no negative policy airnediat those popular Anerican
films
which ought to be welcomed for the pleasure they give, but we need a positive

policy which will enable the industries of Europe to
competing successfully enough

to

the answer to the superepics of
Europe

is

pay

USA

make

films

capable of

their way. This does not mean that

should be a

string of superepics

- perhaps a 300 million dollar programrne of l0 Big Films.

from

There

for the diyersity of tastes and interests have
created a pluralism of markets. As that great film critic Dayid Robinson
no one cinema market,

pointed out

[in a Conference

in 1974), the filnmaker

organised by the Polytechnic

ean not only win audiences by spending a fortune

on costly stars and lavish sets, but can also appeal
suspense and

and

attraction that

them through.the

which results when the material

by a sensitive director and cutter and

course such fr'lms are unlikely
made

to

cone fnon a well-forrned screenplay and story

structure: or thnough the emotional effect

is handled sensitively

of Central London

stars."

At

to do epic business, but they will not be

with epic budgets and there

is

no need

to be pess'imistic about their

comlercial prospects, proyided they can be assured fair market conditions,

that is
most

of

-

a much fairer opportunity to find audiences than

Europe today by

is

permitted in

the dominating strength of the funerican Majors,

often acting in concert with big chains of exhibitors.
Encouragement and

greater opportunities must also be giyen to certain high

quality films which may expect only a minority

film in its Origina'l
An

interqalionalist

Language

audience

willing to see a

version with sub-titles.

alswer

175. Mention has already been made (paragraph

l8) of the answer offered to the
American Majors from EMI (Lord Delfont) and ACC (Lord Grade). They are both
setting out to ntake large scale films in the American fashion and they have
jointly set up a releasing company in USA, 'Associated Filrn Distributors,n

-80of EMI's Film Division has said "is an American company
in Anerica ...". In addition to making sonn British films

which the Chairman

run by Americans

in Britain, they make films in

USA

thrnugh their own subsidiaries or they

finance American independents and they also make or finance filnrs in other

parts of the world with directors and stars of many nationalities.
the declared purpose of EMI first to create a strong base in

USA

It is

and then

to use their experience and distribution strength to develop their British
production prograrme. In the meanwhile most of the important EMI and ACC
films are either American or 'stateless' films which do not qualify as

British:

one cormentator has said

base ane ,as
may be

that

some

British as the VIP lounge in

r{

of the films made from a London

Heathrow

Airport'.

So, whatever

the conmercial success of films such as 'Deerhunter' and 'The

Movie, and others, they so not solve the problem

of building in

industries which will express ther cultures of the

ltluppet

Europe

film

Corununity.

State Aids to Production
176. Though the

film industries of

Europe may have been saved from complete

disaster by film aids, the general d'isarray today indicates that state aids,

in their present form at any rate, do not provide the solution. It will not
be enough to administer further closes of the familiar medicines, which have
often eased the pain, but never cured the disease. Screen quotas have a
value, particularly in helping to get bookings for some films which otherwise
might have had virtually'no release at all, but overall they are of marginal
yalue by themselves. State Filrn Banks have contributed a great deal to the

of production, but unless their funds are very considerably
increased they cannot finance enough films of the quality required. This is

maintenance

also true of other forms of pre-production finance given on a selective basis.
Moreover, money invested by

either

method

will

continue to be

lost until

films so assisted get fair distribution opportunities. Automatic aids'

the

I
I

I

-81

I
!

awarded pro

rata to box office success, have in,tfre past stimulated

to concentrate on films which will please the
arguments

in fayour of this

I

producers

audience, but the pragmatic

Home

system are outmoded, as was shown by

the

I 978-79

figures for Britain quoted in paragraph 22 above.
An Europe Aid Scheme

v

for

Product'ion

177. An alternative strategy

will
of

be able

to

comparab'le

compete

based on

the analysis that European films

with American films only

when

strenEth. At present the markets of

arrangements, the labour
ane

is

all divided.

forces, the aid

Therefonen

we could have European

films

schemes,

with

European

distributed by European companies, lppsaling to

home base

Europe, the f inanc'ing

the distribution

it is argued, if all

made

they have a

companies

resources were pooled,

labour, financed

and

European audiences and

all

equally entitled to what used to be the national aids of Conrnunity Member
States.

178. This

is

homogenous

an

unrealistic panacea.

The peoples

of the USA are far

than the peoples of the Cormunity, who are divided by

more

many

is a substantial
majority cultureo but Europe is a network of minority cultures. Nor can
cultural differences as well as by languages. In

one add up the cinemas and admissions
make up a market

nearly as big as the

no more homogeneous than

of

USA

there

Europe and say

USA

one,

that together

for the European

its peoples. Therefore

they

market is

one cannot plan

for

'European' films, but only for national films.
'179. The dream of Europe rivalling USA by making so-called 'turopean' films
comes fnom

a misunderstanding of the nature of an 'international

film', for

this is not a multiple hybrid, but a national fi'lm with a subiect and spirit
in other countries also. The USA has conquered
the screens of the world not with 'international' films but with American
films made in such a way that audiences in other countries have been

which can be appreciated

entertained. Similarly the films from the Conununity which have done best

-82The Malecot Report noted

had had

in

USA

that the three biggest corunercial

were 'Et Dieu crea

la femme', 'Un homme et

all films which were 'specificallly national'.
German

films

have

successes France

une fenme' and 'Z' ,

The best known

also been natiional rather than hybrid in

style.

international successes have inr:luded not only American films
but also thoroughly national films such as 'Tom Jones' and

ltalian

made

and

British

in Britain

'Oliverl'

A

film

in spirit even'if it has some foreign participants, but it
will not haye a national spirit if it is planned on some nultinational
fonnula for it is likely then to end up with a deadness of spirit. Such
can be national

would be the proposed 'European

films'.

What we need

are national films

made

within the context; of the llonmunity and made in such a way that they

will

earn money in other countries also.

lB0. This
any

will call for a greater

inyestment

in films, or in

It

rate, than has been ayailable in Europe.

that the

audience tends now

Lelouch said

enough

films at

has been explained already,

to rCemand greater production values. As Claude

in an interyiew (''fariety' of

don't do well

some

in foreign countries

24 October 1979) "French films

and so

don't provide

enough income

for us to make expensive, bigger films. Thus extremely talented French
directors are limited - not by a lack of imagination but by a lack of money.
You'd

really like to explode in a scene or two but you don't have the

to do it.

l,{hen we make

in our little

It

ways

money

a film in France we're too stuck in our neighbourhoods,

..."

sounds as though Europe

will not be able to make the sort of films which

will be internationally successful unless it has already made and financed
successful films which will be a source for the finance needed.
'181. Though the concept of 'the European film' provides no solution, the
argunent

for a far greater measure of

need was

well expresserl

-

European cooperation

from the point of view
i

is valid.

The

of the creat'ive filnrnaker -

of Europe'i Lisbon Conference): "Italian
films are the only one:s I am physically or menf,ally capable of making, but

by Luigi Comencini (at the Council

l

l
t

/

i
I
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need European machinery

is

for

producing and

not enough to make good films

The success

j

if

*r,frotting

them

It

proper'|y.,'

they do ncjt get good distributjon.

of American fi'lms has been dependent on the strength of their

distribution/financing

companies and,

if

the Conmunity wants its film

to surviye as creatiye forces, then it must heip to
establish an effective machinery of distribution. t,{e need not start with
a blank sheet for there has long been a scheme fon European Co-Distribution
production industries

and Co-Financing, which we

will

now examine.

@
l82.

The idea

of

European Co-Distribution and Co-Financing was launched in

1968 by Jean Claude Batz and Claude Degand; was elaborated by Degand

/

book "Le cinema ..

in

his

. cette Industrie' (1972); and was endorsed by the

Intennational Federation of Distributors' Associations. Eventua'lly after

in .|976 by M.P. Viot,
the head of the French delegation to a special conference of 0fficjals of
the Member States called in Milan by the Italian Minister of Entertainment.

a period of discussion a concrete

Co-di

stlibution

l83.

The purpose

scheme lvas presented

of the scheme !,{as expressed as follows: "In associating

their efforts on a European scale the national distributors

can form groups

this competition (from America) and to give rise to
a larger number of films which have roots in a nationai culture with all
the artistic originality that inyolves and yet can have an internationai
bet.ter equipped to meet

audience because

of the important

resources put

at the disposal of

those

who make them."

first

of the scheme itself is essentially simple. At present
there is a practice of a distributor giving a 'minimum guarantee'on the
basis of which a producer can raise at least part of the finance fon his
184. The

film.

stage

The new proposal

is that the producer will entrust the distribution

-84of his film to a Consortium of Distributors of different countries' making
a detailed contract with each for his territory and receiving a f'linimum
Guarantee from

reyenues

in

each.

each country

Minimum Guarantee and

charge

will

will

be

be made

a

to

the film

will

be

is distributed the first

charge on

to reimburse the Distributor for his

his expenditure on prints and advertising.

payment

into a Consortium

any other

in his territory
and

hlhen

Fund from which reimbursement

distributor in the

haye not been

Consortium

if

sufficient to pay back his

his expenditure on prints and

The next

publicity.

the film's earnings
Minimum Guarantee

Thereafter earnings

will

be

divided between producer and distributor [and other entitled bodies) in
accordance

with ratios previously

agreed.

of the central fund
and other administratiye matters will require detailed thought, but in fact
drafts have been prepared and tlrere is no reason to doubt the technical
lg5.

The distributor-producer

practicabilitY of the

contracts, the

management

ProPosals.

It is important to ensure that within the consortium sufficient adrninistrative
responsibility is

griven

with the Consortium

to one person, so that the producer's relationship

is simple and clear.

lg6. This combination of national resources

would open the way

for a more

of films, but, as M. P. Viot
said ,,It is not really a matter of making European films, but of large scale
national films which, thanks to the universality of their subiect and the
importance of the resources put to work, will be capable of reaching maximum

ambitious and internationally

attractive

progranme

audiences. "

187. The Consortium would begin by operating on a

film-by-film basis, but

to a continuity of ioint operation. Success
would also be likely to encourarge the development of rivals: indeed it
success woulcl probably lead

would be most desirable

that

threre should be not one Consortium but several

to offer a variety of tas;te and ju{Sement. At this stagen however,
is enough to concentrate on getting tj. scheme launched.

so as

I

it

I
i
I
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Co-Financino

i
|

IBB' The second stage 'is to supplement
co-Dirtr/uution with a co-Financing
SChemg, the foundations
scheme,
fOundatinnc nf
u-..- already
,r
I
of urhi^r^
which haye
faiA. In 1973 a number
{ren
of
- specialised film bankSr Dembers of the
'conriission Internationale de

r

credit c'inJmatographique'
[cIcREc) considereo it. possibirity of creating
Banking Pool to be calred rhe'orJr.
Europden De

l.t:-otun

cinematograph'ique' (OEFC),
whose
De

Financement

likely rourfing

members wourd be

the Banco
credito Industriar (for spain),
the gun.ulour Lavoro (for Ita.ry),
the

Berlinerbank

(for Gerrnany), the National Filfn
Finance Corporation (for Britain)
and both SOFET-S0FIDI and uFIC
for France. I orru,. Banks could join rater.

189' This

OEFC

could handle the credit

facilities

obtainable on the basis

of the Minimum Guarantees given by the
co-Distribution consortium and would
open a special account for
each operation under control
of the Member in the
country which is making the firm.
As in the case of
consortiun the details

the co-Distribution

of the administrative

machinery have been thought out

by the experts who would themselves
be involved
n0 reason to doubt its practicability.

in the scheme

and there is

190. One wav of strengthening the
scheme has arready been proposed
by
M' P' viot [at the conference previously
mentioned).

Governments courd

undenffite the Guarantees given by the
consortium of Distributors to the
European Banking Pool, thus
creating a confidence in the scheme
and enabling
the Film Bankers to charge lower
than usual interest rates. In addition
the system of 'cross-collateralisation'
between the Distributors could
be
paralleled or neplaced by a similar
systen as between Goyernments in nespect
of the unden*iting guarantees each gives
to his Bank. In time the procedure
could be simplified by the establishment
of a centrarised Eunopean Fund.

l9l' It is impried in the scheme, but not arways
spelred
distribution

companies involved

in

out, that

the

any consortium shourd not be subsidiaries

-86or

dependents

of any non-Community company. This principle

precedent. 0n l5 Ju'ly
the data processing

1974

has a good

the Cormission passed a resolul;ion regarding

industry. It

wanted European based companies

to exisl:

alongside the important companies controlled from outside the Cormunity.

ln the words of the E'ighth General Report on the Activities of the European
Communities (paragraph 301 ) the central obiective tvas to make more viable
and competitive

that part of the industry which was "de souche

Europienne",

a phrase which has no equivalent in English except perhaps n'of European

stock".

]of Cormnunity stock"
and this can be confinned frorn the 1977 Annual Report of the Economic and
Social Committee of the Connunity which refers on page 22 ta a Resolution
of the Council [made'15 July and published 20 July 1974] in which it is
made clear that a company 'of European stock' is one which "is in practice
controlled within the Community". The subsidiaries of non-EEC companies
may be registere6 45 rcontpanies in a Member Staten but they,are not'of
This

key,phr-a-qq ,|.gf {ueq+gan,

connunity stock'

in

stock,' IEqnt

tkte sense required.

192. In the Co-Distribution Scheme, not only the distribution companies,

'of Community stock'
(which seems a clearer phrase to use at this stage). Similarly the films

but also the productircn companies involved should be
nust ohviously be national films of a

films granted national

status).

Member

State [including co-producticln

Moreoyer the foreign sales

rights of

the

films rnust be in the hands of a citizen of a llember State or of a company

'of

Commulnity

film

have

193.

If

stock', except in so far as the foreign rights of a co-productirin

to be shared with a non-Comnunity partner.

of

special arrangements are made, perhaps through the Council

[uropen

for a Consortium on an European rather than a Conrnunity basis, then the phrase

'of

Community

appnopriate

stock' would be repiaced by 'of

definition of

'European'

European

stock' with

an

.

::

.."..

,-

.'^'!'q

.._..

,!. wlaku

I

----"t
l
I
,l
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It

may be argued

distinction

that under Article

58

of the Treaty of

can be drawn between companies formed

in

Rome no

accordance

with the

of a Member State and that therefore any Communtty Aids such as have
been discussed must be given equally to the suhsidiaries of the American
law

Majors'

if

they are duly registered as cornpanies r'n a l4enber State.

to

There are counterargunEnts
however

interesting

point: if

one

may be

such an

interpretation of Article 5g, but,

the legal debate, there can be no doubt

on

the conmunity wishes to build up an European system of

distnibution to

compete

with the

American Majors and

offers yarious forms

of aid 0r support for this purpose, it would be sheer nonsense to offer
under legal compulsion the same aid or support to the subsidiar"ies of the
American Majons. It is difficult to believe that such can be the intention
or

meaning

of Article

58.

Stagnation

195. The scheme has been proposedo the machinery has been designed, the
Bankers are

waiting, but so far the proposals haye been

They are taken down from tirne

put to

use.

left on the shelf.

to time and dusted, but they have neyer been

Perhaps one reason

is that this is a netr idea and the industry

is often cautious about new ideas, but surely the novelty of the proposals
should have worn off by now. The fact renains that no spec'ific film project
has

yet

been able

to

command

such

interest from a group of distributors that

they have given the necessary guarantees and set up a consortium.

It

could be infenred that these are mere theories which the industry does not
want, but

let

us

first

see what are the

difficulties

and whether they can

be overcome.

Is i t

re.al

ly

practi cabl e?

196. The sceptics

will

will

argue

that

transcend the differences

habits in Europe, so there

it will

not be posstble to fincl films

of historical

which

background, languages ancl cultural

is no hope of a coilnon film market-

Cprtainlv

,
t.

l\

rq

,'

-88*
liniting factors

there are serious

earlier

and arguments

(paragraphs '178-9) against the concept

but what

film.

of this nature were used

of multihybrid

film:;',

'European

is true about making a film need not be equally true about enjoying

in the English language [and not just epic films of
action) are enjoyed in lhe markets of the Comrnunity, so films made in French,
a

Gerrnan,

Films made

Italian

and othr:r European languages should,

if

they are well

dubbed

(or well sub-titled) be able to enjoy an equal popularr'ty [except perhaps in
Britain). Commercial :iuccess or failure need not be entirely dependent on
the language of the original version unless the dialogue

is

nonsensical

succeed.

to

assume

language

films

can be dubbed and

Perhaps European audiences haye seen so many American

the Anerican ttay of

lifr:

seems so

films

strangely familiar that the dubbing

and

is

more

If this it; so, it is an argument proving that the Conmunity

acceptab'le.

should take action
each

that only English

is too verbose: it

to ensure that the peoples of the Conmunity

other's films and get to

know each

see more of

other better.

is the subject of the film and the
style in which it is made; if these are parochial, the film will bore other
197. More important than the language

audiences.
Consortium

It would, of course, be the task of the Distributors in the

to

back

film:; which

have a wider appeal and each should know whicl^r

proJects are'likely to do well irn his

that there is
films

now

will

centainly

know

to afford irn the past, but the consortium provides

for raising the extra 'Finance which will

The hesitancy

They

a neecl for greater'production values' than many domestic

have been able

machinery

temitory.

make

the

this possible.

of Distributors

198. Distributors can have seyerill reasons why they do not belieye

in the

at all, but why is it that those who support it in principle haye
not yet backed a film? They say t,rat no film with sufficient multi-market
scheme

appea'l has been proposecl

to them; ith. U.tt.r projects

other distributors; andl they ha'yeihad the

reJects"

have been offered to

The question then takes

-89i

a different form - why are the best projec/s not offered to

them?

i

I

The

attitude of

199.

Some

producers

producers prefer

,''

to do their

own deals

with distributors in other

countries or to rely on the links they may have established with an Anerican
MaJor or large European company, but in any case producers do not like the

of ,crosscollateralisation,, whereby the losses of a
Distributor in one temitory will be reimbursed with the help of profits of
proposed system

one.

another

Similar provisions haye often appeared in sing'le-d.istributor

contracts, but they have never been popular with producers. Here, howeyer,
Distributors feel that the whole scheme would be too perilous for them
without

some such

safeguard: this could be the breakring point unless some

solution can be found.
Actrlon by the Comrnunity

200.

How

can the impasse be broken,

if

the Co-Distributors

will

not

wtlthout the cross-collateralisation amangements which producers
under pnesent circumstances be
The answer must

will

not

likely to accept?

lie in the Community ptedging its

and Co-Financing Scheme and expressing
The Community can take

proceed

support

for the Co-Distribution

that support in concrete terms.

action under Article 130 of the Treaty of

Rome which

the European Investment Bank to facilitate inter alia "projects of
interest to several Member States which are of such a size or nature

emPowers
coflmOn

that they cannot
Member

be

States"-

entirely financed by the yarious

These powers could be used

and Co-Financing on

means

to launch

ayailable in the

and develop Co-Distribution

a scale and in a way which would attract producers with

the hest projects.
201. Two alternatiye lines
M"

of action

can be

suggested.

P. Viot's proposal (paragraph 190) that a Centralised

be established
consorti

um.

to underttrite the guarantees given

One

is to adopt

Community Fund should

by'members

of an approved

-90ZOZ. A second

aiternat'i'ye

is to introduce a new Cornunity Aid Scherp under

which payments would be made

to the prroducer pro rata to

ther success

of

the

film in the markets of the EtC, if, and only if, the film is distributed
throughout the countries of the EEC hy an approved Consortium of Distributors'
t,{ith this inducement producers would be nore willing to take good projects
to a Consortium, for they would be bertter able to afford the cross-coliatera'lisation

(if

any was needed) and they would have

all

production finance without the normal expensiveness
203. 0bviously the Community cannot be expected

the advantages of securing

of pre-production

to issue blank cheques, so

a system of proper safeguards would have to be agreed, but here'is
opportunity

for positive

Conrnunity's

fife" If

and imaginative action

there

is

sales.

in an important

an

of

area

the

will to act, the machinery can soon be

the

el aborated.

204' There are some whcr feel

it is too late to do anything' as' in their

yiew, the American Majors are so deeply entrenched and have so much of the
European industry committed to'Lhem
own

feet.

that

we cannot now hope

This would be a sad sumender. After years

to

stand on our

of analysis

and

discussion a practicable and potentially effective answer has been suggested

in this Co-Distribution

and Co-lFinancing Scheme which tackles the problem at:

its noots. The Community should help to get it
prosper, unless

ure

launched and help

it

to

are to accept that this imporbant medium of culture

communication should become increasingly dependent on

and

the financial strengtlt,

the distribution networ"ks and the production judgments of the American Majors.
The

first

step

of the llommission

should be

to call a conference of'Distribu{:ors,

Bankers, Producers and others who support the scheme and cou'ld help
i
reality.
ZOS. It witl be easier to launch theischeme if its
I

it

to make

a live

supporters could be given

a stronger confidence in the furturT/of the 'industry.
have already been suggested ancl wif,l be

In the

first

I

briefly

Two general measures

surnnarised.

place (see paragraphs\ 104-108) the Community must tackle the
t

I
I

I

I

-I
-elproblem

of

producers,

erosion
same

Cinema-Television relationshipsfin such a way

independent

distributors and investors willjno longer need to fear a continuing

of the markets through the showingiof films

will

that

I

time can expect reasonable prices

which

i'j

on Television and

for the more limited

number

at

the

of films

be bought by Teleyision.

206. Secondly, (see paragraphs 113 and l16) the independent sector of the
'industry wil1 want to feel that the market is no longer so dominated by

Exhibitor Chains and the American Majors that the smaller exhibitor, distributor
and producer are squeezed

out, whatever their

Community should both be ready

merits.

Governments and the

to take act'[on.

207. The Community should also without waiting

for the establishment of a
Consortium, provide help in the field of Exports: this will be the subject
of the next section of this Study.
ENCOURAGEI''ENT

OF EXPORTS

208. Exponts are essential and the recent record
been

if

highly disappointing.

No doubt

of

EEC

fi'lm industries

the position would be greatly

has

improved

Co-Distribution Consortia were established and started to put on to the

market more

films of international appeal, but eyen these could be helped in

important ways by Community

action.

There

is a strong case for seeking from

for the establishment of an organisation, which wi'll here
be called'UniEurope', to supplement, but not to supersede, existing bodies
the

Commission funds

such as Unifrancen

Unitalia, the Export Union of

of which have in any case

been less actirre

209. A number.of specific suggestions

Germany and

Unibelfilm,

most

in recent years.

for action by'UniEurope'will

be made,

list is not exhaustiye and no attempt will be made to spell out the
details. First of all, some general points, which affect all markets, will
be put foruard and then separate attention will be given in turn to the markets
but the

of the EEC, the Rest of the World (apart from USA) and finally the USA.

all

cases success

will

be impossible unless cautious attitudes

In

of short-run

-92for thq_sale t{__Cog[glity f!18

A Market

2't0. UniEurope could organise a Market each year where only films from
States would be on
Member

sale.

The buyers would include importers,

Member

not only from

States but also from the Rest of the t,Iorld, who might welcome this

opportunity of seeing a range of films gathered together in one market

that they can reduce the time they
Conrnunity.

The MarkeiL might be attached

a place in Milan's Fair
Loans

for

in the separate countries of

spend

(MIFED)

to a particular Festival or

so

the
have

or be independent.

Expont*Promgi[ion

it is expensiye to prepare foreign versions,
buy extra prints, ensure adequate publicity etc. Many experts feel that

211. Exporbing costs money for

a low leyel of promotion expenditure has been a major reason why more EEC

filrns

have

not succeeded in foreign markets. UniEurope could help through

loans (possihly

at pre'ferentiai rates) against the security of foreign

reyenues.
The Dubbing

of filps_

212. Though

films in their Original Version are artistically superior to

films dubbed into

anotlner language, dubbing

is a cormercial

necessity

if

exports are to be substantially' increased. Dubbing musto however, be of

the highest quality or

it

can repel audiences, so UniEunope would have

a

of dubbing. One way would be to
provide loans at preferential rates to distributors or producers who employ

responsibility to rais,e the

sta,ndarcls

'approved' dubbing companies.
Sub-ti

tl

i ng

213. Simi'larly, sub-titles which are badT;y translated or clumsily shown

on

the film can annoy foreign audiiences, so,UniEurope would also have a
!

responsibi'lity to encourage thet best staridards and the use of first-class
companies.

.l

I
J

I
:
i
I
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Trade

I

.i

within the E.E.C.

of the first tasks of

214.One

UniEurope\rwould be

to increase the volume of

trade in films between Member States. Clearly this
when

the Consortia are in operation, but

some

will in any case improve

positive action is desirable

immediately.

Consideration should be given
some

for fi'lms frorn other parts of the Conmunity. (This is just the sort

work which could be undertaken only by a

The nature

of

each Member State

special relationships with selected cinemas which could becone 'shop

windows'

of

to a policy of establishing in

of

central body like 'UniEurope'.)

such a special relationship would depend on the circumstances

it

for instance, some financial
co-operation in publicity and even perhaps some fonn of guarantee.
215. A scheme might also be devised in the iight of the experiences of the
French'Cinemas d'Art et d'Essai' (see paragraphs 36-38). National schemes
can offer tax reliefs, but the Conununity has not the taxes from which relief
each case, but

can be

might often include,

offered. It night instead be possible to encourage

two or more Member States mutually agree
cinemas when they show

films of

EEC

a

scheme whereby

to offer tax or other benefits to

Origin which have been approved as national

parties. It would be better to
have all Member States in the scheme, but it rrpuld be a pity if one Member
films of quality by one of the contracting
could yeto the experiment.
216.

Some

distributors

Conrnunity) and for"med

the

improving the trade 'in
and

in

haye already

'European Independent

films of

what way the work

got together (on a wider basis than

quality.

the

Otfice'with the objective of

UniEurope should discuss whether

of this (or any simr'lar) group could

217. Spec'ia1 attention should also be given

be helped.

to the Film Society movement,

for although the volume of business done by them is small, their
help to shape the taste of future film audiences.

work

can

2.|8. Action taken under the three previous paragraphs would probably be of

special benefit to Original Version films, as these deserve soecial

measunes

-94of support and assistance, but nevertheless
of

UniEurope

it

must be also a prime objective

to stimulate the trade in films of

origin shown in

community

a

dubbed version.

Trade

with the Rest of the Worlcl (excluding

USA)

219. UniEurope must, of course, also look to outside markets, where
haye

should

the financial resources, the status and the bargaining power to achieve

results

It

it

beyond

the power of the separate organisations of the

could, for example, help to get better business in the

and China,

Member States.

USSR, Eastern Europe

all countries which buy and sell through central

organisations

and

ttould understand an UniEurope aprproach (though the actual selling would
nonnally be done on a conpany basis).
220. 0ther major markets such as Canada, Japan, South furerica, Australasia
and the European countries outside the EEC could also be tackled on a Cormunity

basis with the famil'tar weapons

individual countries" This

of Film Weeks and Delegations already used by

propaganda could be supplemented and made more

effectiye by the estabiishing of' special relationships with selected exhibitors
(as suggested already

in paragraph

214 above) and also

in this

case

with

some

selected distributors.
The U.S.A.

221. Revenues from

all

reduce the rimportance

these markets could be so increased

of the funerrican market,

which

will,

that they would

however,

still

remain

the decisive factor for many films and certainly for any with large budgets to
recoup.

??2.

It is tempting t;o suggest that UniEurope should set up a distribution

company

in

America

disappointment

for

to rival the Maiors, but there has been a history of
Anerican as

alternative is that at

some

well as European challengers. A less perilous

appropriate-stage UniEurope should buy an established

and respected non-Major American compan)'1 especially

the prograffines of the Co-Distribution Corisortia.
{

i
I

for the larger films in

,

/

j

j
l
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223. In the meanwhile there are other th{ngs which Uniturope could do
One

is to establish

in USA.

relationships with gonh Distributors and Exhibitors

on

the lines already suggested for other rnarkets in Europe and elsewhere.
It has been too easiiy accepted that foreign films in dubbed and sub-titled
versions have minimal sales

all

in USA. This has certainly

the case for

been

- but need that continue? Exhibitors are always crying
out for new product - perhaps they haye not given adequate attention to what
but a m'inority

Europe can

offer. It

could be a good long term investment for UniEurope to
win over selected exhibitors and encourage them with some fori,; of guarantees

for'a period of
724. Even

will

if

time.

UniEurope acquires an American

Distribut'ion

Company, many

films

continue to be distributed through other established American Companies,

Major and

Minon.

And

that is, of course, the pract.ice today (except for

Very many European producers and exporters have a
shared by American producers

of American distributors.

difficulty,

which

also, in understanding the bookkeeping

is

AFD).

often

methods

The oyerheads, expenses and fees they charge

to create very formidable obstacles to the achieyements of profits
which can be shared with producers. There are many stories, some of them
seem

funny, about the mysteries involyed, so
understanding

if

UniEurope engaged

matters to examine books on behalf

it

would be helpful

to a better

a firm of U.S. accountants expert in film

of

such Conmunity companies as were being

perplexed.

It might be added that similar arrangements would be useful in other countries
also, except perhaps in those markets where no exporter can ever understand
the local system of operating percentage deals and will always sell for a fixed
sum.

Benefi ci ari es

?25, Even when Co-Distribution Consortia are working successful
be some producers and

distributors

whn

witl

nrnofor"

fn

malza *ha.'n

ly, there wi'l I
-^a-*&^

-96They should be

fully entitled to the help and benefits of'UniEurlpe',

to the proviso that the films must be made by a company of
(see paragraph

of

l9l) and must be distributed

Cormunity stock, while the export

companies

of

cases

,

This prtviso might be nodified

inside the Connunity by

companies

rights of the films must be held by

of co-prtduction films

the

States).
if any special agreennnt is made with the

made under

Treaties with non-lrlember

Council of Europe, but the general principle

is that the Conmunity

'
,_

has no duty

subsr'dise foreign conpanies.
RELATIOI{S }TITH THE COUNCIL OF

226. The subject

of this

Study has been the

origin, but other countries of
some

the

to

Comnunity stock

or by citizens of a llember State (except in

Comtunity stock

-

to

subject

of their industry leaders

scheme

llember

of Co-Distribution

EUROPE

distribution of films of

Europe have been

facing similar problems

have been thinking on

was

not

initially

Comnunity

similar

Iines.

and

Indeed

conceiyed as somthing Iimited

States: later on Senor Augusti of Spain played an important part in

deyeloping the scheme through the International Federation

of Distributors

Associations: and a likely founding nember of the '0ffice furop{en de Financement

/

Cinenatographique' [paragraph l8E above) was the Spanish Banco de Credito

Industrial. It
European

could

films from

still

non-EEC

be possible

to

reshape the scheme so as

to

cover

countries.

227. There also could he ways in which Un{Europe night take

joint action with

other European countries.
228. [n the debate on cultural policy
1979

in the European Parliament on 18 January

llr. Brunner (talktng in general tenns without

the film world) emphasised the cormon interests
whether inside the Conrnunity

or

not;

prumised

of the peoples of

of

Europe has taken

the

same

,

with

'

Europe,

to naintain a dialogue

the Council of Europe; and hoped that this would lead to
The Council

to

any special reference

some

joint action.

position.

It is the Comrnunity which will have tri take the lead when it comes to
action, partly because it includes the fourfmost important film industries of
?2g.

!

\
I

i

I

{

I

I
I
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l'lestern Europe and

the machinery

to

for

partly

because

it

implementing a new

has wr'ai fire council

policy. It

of

Europe'lacks -

cannot, however, be expected

launch and subsidise arrangements

for the benefit of Members and non-Members
alike' The sensible course would be for the Community to go ahead itself,
but to frame some at least of its new plans in such a
way that particular
ioint arrangements can now 0r later be negotiated either with the council of
Europe

or with

some

of its

members who do

continuing dialogue with the council
ensune

of

Europe promised by

that the interests and problems of

stages be taken

fully into

not berong to the EEC.
non-EEC

The

Mr. Brunner

would

countries would at all

consideration.

lglgl$pu
230. (u)
The

film is the new cultural

measured

by

States'

its relatively

mediun

of our t'imes

minor p'lace

and

its importance

cannot

be

in the national economies of the Member

is the expression of a national identity wherein a
itself and is recognised", so each nation wants an industny

"The Cinema

country recognises

films, .including not only masterpieces but also ordinary
entertainment films. This culturai importance of films is
the main reason

making some national

why Governments have intervened

industries and also why it

A

to

safeguard and promote

their national

is RECOMMENDED

That the Comnunity should take measunes to deyelop the

industries of the

film

production

lvfember States.

(b) Television

In a generation of changing social habits the intense competition for
leisure time and money of the public has caused a very seyere fall
in
admissions'

the
cinema

lethal competitor has been Televisionn whose main weapon
has been the screening of cinema films. In consequence
films have had bigger
The most

audiences than ever before, but cinema

exhibition

is in a state of crisis,

while distributors and producers have had inadequate recompense from
Teleyision

-98for the losses of

cinema

creating new dangers

revenues. In addition' technological

adYances are

- and opportunities - in the form of e'g' Pay Television'

of the changes are ireversible'
because cineoas offer the social
we need to maintain cinema exhibition,
cassettes, satellites

etcetera.

Most

because'
benefits of a shared experience and also

if

but

they collapsed' the

qualityoffilrrnakingwoulddecline.Experiencehasshownthattherelationship
hetweentheCinemaandTelevisioncannotbelefttofreemarketforcesandit

is

therefore

RECOMMENDET)

B (i) That the conrnission should initiate

a series of discussions with

representativesofEECDistributors,Producers,TradesUnions'

FilmDepartmentsandTeleyisionauthoritiesinordertoworkout

arrangementswhichwillbeinthelongrunintheinterestsof
Television as well as the filn industry'
(ii)ThattheCorrmissionshouldsetupaStandingCommitteeonthe
one of whose tasks
Technology of the conmunication Industries'

shouldbetowatchoyerthedistributionoffilmsinthese
industries '

(c) Monopolistic
Inside the weakened

Practices-

home

markets the producers

of

each r'rernber state are strugglittg'

one reason
failing, to get an adequate share of the box-office'
release and exhibition
is that monopolistic practices have created systems of

and generally

distributors, especially the American Maiors' the big
smaller cinemas ar€!
exhibitors, especially the chainsr drd the big films'
business' Films of the home
being starved of supplies and driven out of

which fayour the big

country and films frorn other

EEC

industries are being denied

The monopolistic prac'bices have undesirable

Rome.

It is RECOMMENDED

treatment'

results' are sometimes contrary

(1
to national laws and are prohibited by Articles 85 )

of

fair

and 86

of the Treaty

Y

-99(i) That at this stage it is better to let each Member State deal
with the monopolistic practices of

its own exhibitors, for the

practices and problems vary from country to country,
but that,
if effective action is not taken, the Conrnission should interyene.

(ii)

That the comnission should consr'der what action

is to be taken

in respect of the monopolistr'c practices of the American
in the markets of the Community.
(d) The dominance of

Majors

Arnerican films

The Amertcan dominance has been Targely due

to

some

outstanding films which

have been the spearhead

for the invasion of foreign markets. The answer to
this challenge should not be sought in any negative policies of'restrictionism
[except in respect of monopolistic practices). Instead a positive effort
to develop European industries which can compete worldwicle
not perhaps with the 'super-epics', but certainly with the middle
and upper*
should be made

middle ranges of Arnerican

films.

This ts possible because the source of

the present success of American films does not come from a pre-eminence
of
creative and technical talent, but from the financial strength and distribution
networks

of the Arnerican Majors.

They must be

distributed

production finance

will

and

To produce good

films is not

enough.

without the prospects of good distribution, the

not be found.

It is therefore RECOMMENDED
D That the Conrnunity's answer to the dominance of American films should
be

to

promote an adequate framework

of distribution which wil'l attract
the finance for the production of filrns capable of competing worldwide
with the bulk of Anerican films.
(e)
A system

for

European Co-Distribution

an{ Co-Financing

of

turopean Co-Distribution and Co-Financing has been under discussion
some years and could be put into operation quickly. The
Community
should

help to get
medium

it

launched and prosper, unless

it is accepted that an important

of culture and communication should become increasingly

dependent on

-100the financial strength, distribu[ion networks and production judgments of
the American networks. There ane specific ways in which the Connunity can
help through the use of Article'130 of the Treaty of

It is therefore RECOMMENDED
E That the Conmission

Rome.

call a Conference of Distributgrs, Banks
and Producers who might help to launch the schene, so that a concrete
should

policy can be determined and action taken.

(f)

Encouragement

of

To an increasing extent
system

Exports_

films require foreign as well as domestic sales.

of Co-Distribution

needs t;o be supplemented by

The

collectiye action for

the

pronotion of exports.

It is therefore RECOMMENDED
F That funds should be sought from the cormunity for the establishment of
an export pronotion organisation ('UniEurope') which could operate
in

a

of

in this Study.
(g) Relations with the Council of Europe
The EEC and the councir of Europe have many common interests, particurarry
in
cultural problems. Both parties have agreed to rnaintain a dialogue. As
far
number

ways suggested

as films are concerned, the Corrnunity

will

haye

to take the lead, because

it

includes the more important
implementing

film industries and because it has the machinery for
new policies, but in framing new plans it should take
into

consideration the possibility of .ioint arrangements with the Council being
made at a later date.

It is therefore RECOMMENDED
G That in the continuing d'[alogue with the Council of Europe the Cornmunity
spokesrnen

should keep the Council infonned of plans

for the film

industries such as those covered by Reconmendations E and F.

a

,
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A

POSTSCRIPT

(trlritten after the CounciI of Europe Conference on "The Rote of the State
vis-d-vis the cutturaL Industries", heId in strasbourg, 28-30 ApriL, 1990)

,F

1. I must apoLogise for an error: 'in paragraph 23, Line 5 of the EngLish Language version, the sentence shoutd read -"The totat aLlocated to fitms was
U 5"827.638 of which approximately t/ S15.863 went to short film...".
(The correction has been undertined)
2. Neither in the Cinema Session nor in the other Sessions did I hear anything which required me to change the conclusions and recommendations of my
paragraph 230. Unfortunately the discussions tended to dismiss or ignore the
fiLm industries of Europe and concentrate attention on m'inority interests, as
though a popu[ar art such as the fitm shouLd not seek [arger audiences,
The debates on the cinema did seem to have the pract'ical reLevance achieved
by the CounciL of Europers Lisbon Conference on "The C'inema and the State"
(June 1978)n perhaps because unLike the Lisbon Conference this Strasbourg
Conference did not incLude any distributors, producers, directors, writers,
actors or senior technicians (or their association spokesman) from the industries making Iongfitms in France, ItaLy, German or Britain. ln consequence
very LittIe thought h/as given to the problem of financing and distributing
fiLms of genu'ine European origin capabLe of meeting the chaLLenge of American filnns.

3. The discussions did, however, suggest to me that my Study may have been
too simple in its approach to the reLationships between the Cinema and the

TeLevision.

CLaude Degand argued that TeLevision does not keep peopte away from the Cinema, but marely makes them more selective. I do not deny the importance of this
selectivity (and indeed mentioned it in my paragraph 11), but surety, if peopIe are seIect'ive instead of being reguLar and automatic in their cinemagoing,
this means they attend tess frequentLy. Degand and I reach the same conctusions with differents words. It was atso argued that the cinema had irrevocabLy Lost its mass aud'ience to Television, but in spite of its [osses the Cinema is stiIt a Leisure pursuit of great importance, The cinema may d'ie the
day after tomorrow, but it is a[ive today and there is no need to arrange a
premature funeral. And even if it fades awayr the probLem of financing and
distributing fi Lms of European origin wi [|. persist mutatis mutandis.
I do, however, appneciate that my Study did not set out what should be the
pattern of reIationships between the Cinerna and TeLevision. That is a subject
in itseLf and I Iimited myself to a few key suggestions and recommending a
particular framework for future discussiorrs.

a

4.

The Conference revealed the rapidl"y growing importance of mutti-media companies which are invoLved in the cinema, tetevision, rnusic and pubLishing.
CongIomerates and mr-rLtinationats have advantages and disavantages, but they
can become definiteLy dangerous in the fieLd of cutture when they are controlled by non-European interests. Each country needs and wants to enjoy - [argety
but not excLusivety - its own fiLms, teLevision programmes, music and books,
but this cutturaI setfexpression can be seriousIy threatened by foreign muLti-

media companies,

-14?-

maintenance of national fitm industries I shoutd have
the need to keep the fitmmaking labour force of each
strongly
stressed more
country activety empLoyed. If nationaL fiLm industries are aILowed to wither
auay, there wiLI not onty be a tragic measure of unemployment for individua[s,
but a[so the break-up of creative teams and their technicaI supports and the
nurseries of future taLent. These things are easy to destroy' but very difficult to rebui[d.

5. In arguing for the

6. In my Study I made onty passing references to Copyright problems nhich
are the subject of many other Councit of Europe Conferences. f thought that
the importance of copyright pnotection coutd be taken for granted, but the
strangeness of some of the comments made at Strasbourg makes it necessary to
repeat the platitude that adequate finance and distribution wi[[ not be found
untess there is adequate copyright protection.

at

7. In ny Study I said a LittLe, but not perhaps enoughr about the importance
of encouraging cinemas which wiIL show European fitms. I stitL believe that
the essential strategy is to buiLd up a distribution system uhich witt find
the finance for fiLms which can attract audiences on their own merits, but
much can be done to heLp independent cinemas and to promote municipat cinemas
where required. A[so, as I said in my paragraph 39, the principapte behind
the Cinemas drArt et drEssai shoutd be deve[oped in new ]rays. Houever, I was
writing about Distribution rather than Exhibition and did not expand my su9gest i on.

ANDREW FILSON
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